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Abstract

An improved propulsive nozzle/cowl concept has been proposed which may have some

potential for increasing the overall performance of hypersonic flight vehicles. The

concept consists of placing a gas generator into the cowl to supply a relatively high

pressure boundary condition to the main exhaust plume. This computational study

investigated two nozzle/cowl geometries; an experimentally validated nozzle/cowl

configuration evaluated at off-design conditions and a generic hypersonic propulsive

nozzle evaluated at more realistic on-design conditions. The flowfields were analyzed

using a combination of Van Leer flux-vector splitting (FVS) and Roe flux-difference

splitting (M1)S) finite volume computational algorithms implemented in a code

developed by Wright Laboratory (WLIFIMC). The two-dimensionsL ,Iavier-Stokes

equations were solved assuming laminar flow and a perfect gas equation of state. This

investigation highlighted the effect of the gas generator on the nozzle wall pressure

distribution and its effect on overall nozzle performance. The analysis emphasized the

effect of gas generator mass flow and deflection angle effects. In general, the gas

generator tended to show a larger improvement in nozzle performance at lower Mach

number and nozzle pressure ratio (NPR) off-design conditions where the flow is

significantly underexpanded. For the very high Mach, high NPR on-design

configuration analyzed, the overall system performance increased with the addition of

the gas generator but the nozzle wall pressure recovery actually tended to decrease

slightly. This unexpected decrease occurred because the gas generator exit pressure

was relatively low compared to the very high recompression pressure experienced

xiv



behind the blunt cowl at these high speed trajectory points. Simply placing a nominal

gas generator into the flowfield tended to have a much larger effect on nozzle wall

pressure than varying its mass flow even though nozzle performance did tend to

increase with increased mass flow. Deflecting the gas generator flow towards the

nozzle wall provided a dramatic improvement in pressure recovery and only a small

penalty was paid for deflecting it away from the wall. For the experimentally

validated off-design cases analyzed, the gas generator successfully acted as an

aerodynamic cowl extension. Gas generator effects on nozzle wall pressure recovery

were very similar to cowl geometry extension and deflection effects previously

analyzed for this configuration. Nozzle operating condition had a significant impact

on the gas generator performance. As the nozzle exit pressure and trajectory Mach

number increased, the flow became increasingly dominated by the large initial

expansions. The increased initial expansion combined with higher internal nozzle flow

Mach numbers decreased the overall effects of the gas generator and tended to push

the propagation of the gas generator effects to the nozzle wall further downstream.

Grid refinement effects were limited to the region near the peak of the initial

recompression where the finer grids captured slightly higher peak pressures.

xv



COMPUTATIONAL INVESTIGAk'ION OF AN IMPROVED COWL CONCEPT
FOR HYPERSONIC PROPULSIVE NOZZLES

L INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

A fundamental desire to design aircraft that fly higher and faster has been

evident in flight vehicle design since the earliest days of manned flight. The ability to

develop and build manned hypersonic flight vehicles was proven with experimental

flight vehicles such as the X-15 which exceeded Mach 7 and 350,000 ft. in 1963 (3).

A series of manned hypersonic experimental aircraft developed in the 1960's led to the

development of the first reusable manned hypersonic vehicle--the Space Shuttle, which

regularly achieves Mach 25 flight during its reentry glide. The next major step is to

design a reusable manned single stage to orbit (SSTO) flight vehicle such as the

proposed National AeroSpace Plane (NASP). Unlike the X-15 which was rocket

powered or the Space Shuttle which is unpowered, a reusable SSTO vehicle must have

an integrated propulsion system that is capable of accelerating the vehicle to orbital

speeds in excess of Mach 25. These hypersonic flight vehicle designs will be

dominated by the air-breathing supersonic combustion ramjet (SCRAMjet) engines

which will be integrated into a single airframe-engine propulsion system (3).

Figure 1-1 shows a typical hypersonic vehicle with its airframe-integrated

propulsion system. The vehicle forebody behaves as a compression ramp for the
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engine inlet flow. Further compression of the flow and combustion take place in the

modular chambers below the vehicle. The flow is then expanded along the vehicle

afterbody which acts like a nozzle wall.

At hypersonic speeds, the integrated propulsion system is designed to operate at

very high pressure ratios. The nozzle pressure ratio (NPR) is defined as the

SCRAMjet total exit pressure divided by the ambient freestream static pressure,

NPR=P,/P, For hypersonic flight conditions, the combustor exit flow is typically

ude d and some of the excess pressure can be recovered along the nozzle

wall to increase net thrust and lft At low Mach numbers, once the flow exits the

combustor, the flow typically overexpands resulting in a pressure just downstream of

the combustor that is less than the ambient pressure which results in increased drag

and decreased net thrust.

Any net performance improvements to hypersonic propulsive nozzles could

have a significant impact on hypersonic flight vehicle designs like the NASP or

NASP-derived vehicles. An improved cowl concept has been proposed which may

have some potential for increasing the overall performance of these vehicles. This

concept consists of placing a rocket or gas generator into the cowl to supply a

relatively high pressure boundary condition to the main exhaust plume.

1.2 Purpose

There are many potential benefits for placing a throttleable, vectorable gas

generator into the cowl of a hypersonic vehicle. The gas generator could potentially

provide weight reduction due to a decreased cowl length, increased direct thrust from

2



the gas generator, and a potential increase in nozzle performance due to higher

pressure oan the nozzle wall. In addition, the offset location of the gas generator in the

cowl may make it well suited for providing direct stability and control moment control

to the vehicle.

This computational analysis investigates the effect of inserting a gas generator

flow into a nozzle/cowl flowfield.

1.3 Scope

The scope of this research effort included implmeting a gas generator flow

model into an existing computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code and evaluating the

potential on-design and off-design performance of this concept.

The effect of a gas generator on nozzle performance was investigated for two

difterent nozzle/cowl geometries. An experimentally validated hypersonic nozzle/cowl

configuration was analyzed at relatively low speed, off-design conditions of Mach 1.9

and 3.0. A more realistic generic nozzle/cowl configuration was analyzed over a

typical trajectory which maintained a constant dynamic pressure, q, of 1000 psf

through on-design flight conditions ranging between Mach 10 and 25.

The first nozzle was based on an experimental hypersonic nozzle/afterbody

model developed by Cochran (4). This is also the same geometry used by Hyun (1) to

validate the computational code used for this research. Figure 1-2 shows the

experimental model and Figure 1-3 shows the experimental apparatus that this

configuration was based on.
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The second nozzle/cowl geometry analyzed represents a more realistic generic

hypersonic vehicle afterbody configuration which was analyzed over a typical flight

trajectory. Figure 1-3 shows the generic nozzle/cowl geometry developed by Doty (9)

that was used for this portion of the study. The generic nozzle/cowl geometry was

optimized by Bonaparte (2) over this typical trajectory. The nozzle configuration

chosen for this analysis corresponds to Bonaparte's optimized generic nozzle geometry

evaluated at a design Mach number of 15.

Realistic gas generator exhaust conditions were obtained using a code

developed to determine the equilibrium flow solution for a liquid hydrogen-oxygen

rocket motor. The gas generator configuration was based on a scaled down Space

Shuttle Main Engine (SSMB) geometry (22).

The gas generatwr flowfield was applied to both of the nozzle/cowl

co tos and the flow" solution was evaluated at a variety of gas generator

operating conditions. Not only were the effects of gas generator mass flow and exit

pressure analyzed, but the effects of gas generator thrust vector deflection angle were

also investigated.

For the experimental nozzle/cowl configuration, the gas generator effects were

evaluated over a range of NPR at two low speed off-design Mach numbers, Mach 1.9

and Mach 3.0. Tables 1-1 through 1-3 describe the initial conditions analyzed

computationally. For each Mach number, the gas generator mass flow was varied

from the baseline gas generator off condition (0% throttle setting) to a 200% of design

operating condition throttle setting in 25% increments. The gas generator deflection

effects were analyzed at a 100% throttle setting over a range of *10 degrees in 2.5

4



degree increments. A negative gas generator deflection angle is defined as a

deflection towards the nozzle wall and a positive deflection is defined as a deflection

away from the nozzle wall. The baseline gas generator off cases were compared to

the flow solution using a non-deflected 100% throttle gas generator flow over a range

of operating NPR. A total of 48 final flow solutions were calculated for this

experimental nozzlelcowl geometry.

The gas generator effects are also compared to the effects of varying the cowl

wall geometry. Cowl wall trailing edge extensions (+05 inch) and deflections (*5

degrees) were analyzed experimentally by Cochran and numerically by Hyun. Gas

generator effects are compared directly to these results.

For the generic nozzlelcowl configuration, the results were analyzed over a

typical trajectory. Tables 1-4 and 1-5 describe the cases evaluated for this analysis.

The gas generator effects were analyzed over 4 points spanning a typical trajectory.

Mach 10, 15, 20 and 25 flight conditions were evaluated over a constant 1000 psf

dynamic pressure trajectory. Gas generator throttle setting was increased from 0% to

200% of the design operating condition in 50% increments. The gas generator

deflection angles covered *10 degrees in 5 degree increments. Excursions were also

made to analyze the trends associated with relatively large gas generator deflection

angles of *20 degrees. A total of 44 final flow solutions were calculated for this

generic nozzle/cowl geometry.

The effects of the gas generator are presented in terms of overall nozzle

performance. Since a significant percentage of total thrust is generated through

pressure recovery along the airframe-integrated nozzle wall, the effects of the gas

5



generator are presented in terms of the pressure distribution along the nozzle wall.

The net effect of these pressure recovery changes are presented in terms of the

integrated nozzle wall pressure contributions to lift and thrust. For the trajectory

analysis of the generic nozzle/cowl configuration, the pressure contributions to lift and

thrust are also presented relative to the overall vehicle afterbody performance.

1.4 Approach

Hypersonic vehicle afterbody flowfields contain a complex interaction of

flowfield phenomena including expansion waves, shock waves, viscous contact

surfaces, and solid surface boundaries including the cowl and nozzle walls. The

flowfield is complicated with the strong interaction of all of these components.

The literature shows that many computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes

have been developed to analyze the complex fiowfield of hypersonic propulsive

nozzles. Any CFD code used to analyze this type of complicated flow must be

validated against experimental data to ensure that it can accurately capture the effects

of all of the complicated flowfield interactions. One such code, developed by Wright

Laboratory, solves the unsteady, two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations based on

perfect gas laminar flow assumptions using several explicit flux-splitting finite volume

schemes. Hyun (1) compared the Wright Laboratory code to the experimental data of

Cochran (4). Hyun demonstrated that this code captured the complicated flowfield

phenomena quite well for high speed freestream flow conditions. Hyun also showed

that as NPR and freestream Mach number increased, the general correlation between

experimental and computational results improved. For these reasons, this code was

6



chosen to analyze the effects of placing an additional gas generator into this

complicated flowfield.

The flux-vector splitting (FVS) approach of Van Leer and the flux-difference

splitting (FDS) approach of Roe were incorporated into the Wright Laboratory code by

Gaitonde (7). These robust algorithms are second-order accurate in space and time.

The Van Leer method was initially used to achieve a steady state solution since

it requires no more than two internal cells to capture internal shock structures. Hyun

(1) discovered that the Roe method should not used for the initial steady state solution

because it may violate the entropy condition near sonic or stagnation points. When

the Van Leer solution converged to a steady state solution, the flowfield calculations

were then completed using the Roe approach, which more accurately captures wave

interactions between cell interfaces (1).

Several grid densities were evaluated to perform a grid resolution study on the

generic nozzle/cowl configuration investigated. Once a suitable grid was chosen,

complete flow solutions were calculated for each desired flow condition.
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Table 1-1 Experimental Nozzle, Mass Flow Cases

Mach Gas Generator Throttle Setting [%]

1.9 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200

3.0 0 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200

Table 1-2 Experimental Nozzle, Thrust Vector Deflection Cases

Mach Gas Generator Thrust Vector Deflection Angle [deg]

1.9 -10.0 -7.5 -5.0 -2.5 0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0

3.0 -10.0 -7.5 -5.0 -2.5 0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0

Table 1-3 Experimental Nozzle, Nozzle Pressure Ratio Cases

Mach Nozzle Pressure Ratio (NPR)

1.9 3.0 5.0 7.0 12.0 N/A

3.0 5.0 7.0 9.0 12.0 16.0
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Table 1-4 Generic Nozzle, Mass Flow Cases

Mach Gas Generator Throttle Setting [%]

10 0 50 100 150 200

15 0 50 100 150 200

20 0 50 100 150 200

25 0 50 100 150 200

Table 1-5 Generic Nozzle, Thrust Vector Deflection Cases

Mach Gas Generator Thrust Vector Deflection Angle [deg]

10 -20 -10 -5 0 5 10 20

15 -20 -10 -5 0 5 10 20

20 -20 -10 -5 0 5 10 20

25 -20 -10 -5 0 5 10 20
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Figure 1-1 Typical Hypersonic Vehicle (9)

Figure 1-2 Experimental Nozzle/Cowl/Afterbody Model (4)
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IL GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL METHODS

2.1 Governing Equations

The governing equations of motion for the planar, unsteady, viscous flow of a

compressible fluid which account for viscous stresses and thermal conduction are the

Navier-Stokes equations. By neglecting body forces and heat sources, the Navier-

Stokes equations may be written (10):

_.P+ PJ 0-- (Continuity) (2-1)

-pu + a__. +a__o (Momentum) (2-2)

+ o(E, +p) - 8(u(rl-q/) =0 (Energy) (2-3)

t &J arj

p=fte.P)=ft-A- _RIIp) (Equation of state) (2-4)

p 2

where indicial notation has been used (repeated indices are summed) and

u,= component of velocity in x, direction

T#= viscous stress

13



allk (2-5)

where a the Kronecker delta

-t, . first and second coefficients of viscosty, respectively

q,- -k(77ax)

where k is the coefficient of thermal conductivity.

The coefficient of viscosity is related to the thermodynamic variables using

Sutherlands Law (10):

3

T, (2-6)

T+2

where C, and C2 are constants for a given gas. For air at standard temperatures, C1 =

2.27B-08 lbj/(ft-sec *R"n) and Ci= 198.9 R.

The two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations presented in Equations (2-1)

through (2-4) can be rewritten in vector divergence form. The vector divergence form

of these equations simplifies their implementation into finite volume computational

fluid dynamics algorithms. In vector divergence form, these equations may be written:

_+ + (2-7)
&~ay
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where the conserved variables are given by:

P

and the flux vectors are separated into their inviscid (FG) and viscous terms (P,,G,).

pu pv

Fu pv 2 p G = (2-9)
pUV V2+

I(Et+ i(E,+p)v

0 0

S.,= G, (XYO
Fv , Gj T (2-10)

.i~v~kgU.? y+k a

The final equation required to define the flow field is the perfect gas equation-of-state.

p=(y-l)p=Et-(U+V (2-11)

p2

2.2 Numerical Methods

2.2.1 Coordinate Transformation. The Navier-Stokes equations are

transformed from the physical space coordinate system to a computational space

coordinate system in order to generate a suitable computational grid for the application
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of fth numerical method. The coordinate transformation simplifies the process of

applying boundary conditions, clustering grid points, and providing orthogonality for

application of numerical solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations (10). Equation (2-7)

can be transformed into a general coordinate system (4,11):

au+ý),+ýi~o(2-12)ai at an

The details of this transformation can be found in (6) and (12). The general

transformed form of the Navier-Stokes equations can be written (1):

(2-13)

where the Jacobian of the transformation is given by:

J- =x~y, -xqy (2-14)

2.2.2 Discretizmion. This study uses a modified version of a code that was

developed by Wright Laboratory (WLS9FMC). The code has three options available

for the discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations; Steger and Warming flux-vector

splitting, Van Lew flux-vector splitting, and Roe flux-difference splitting. The viscous

flux vector terms (F,,G,) are discretized using simple central differences. The inviscid

flux vector terms (FG) may be discretized using the either of the flux-vector splitting

or flux-difference splitting methods. A detailed discussion and examples of these

three disc'etizations can be found in Hyun (1).
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The numerical approach is second-order accurate in time and space. The

solution is marched in time using a two-stage Runge-Kutta scheme. The formulation

is finite volume and second-order accuracy is obtained though the use of the MUSCL

(Monotonic Upstream Schemes for Conversion Laws) approach in conjunction with a

nunmod limiter to prevent oscillations. Details of the MUSCL approach and the

minmod limiter applied to a one-dimensional example can also be found in Hyun (1).

The basic concept of the flux-vector and flux difference splitting can be

illustrated using the following one-dimensional, inviscid model:

OýU + BF(M = (2-15)
at &z

A first-order explicit disaretization of Equation (2-15) using the forward Euler method

gives:

(a-U-), =- -- (2-16)

At AX

where
bua.U','-UN (2-17)

and where FI+ is based on some combination of P at the adjacent grid points. For

example, a simple average value could be used where Av,+,f=(F,+F 1 ,)12.

The two-dimensional Navier-Stokes Equation (2-7) can be discretized in a

similar manner. A successive balancing of the fluxes in each direction is used to

17



compute the right hand side, or residual, of the two-dimensional verion of Equation

(2-16):

e',. ,(U*)-F,.,_(U")
LHS-= A

(2..18)

LHS,=LHS1 + 2 Ay

where LHS, is the left hand side of the two-dimensional version of Equation (2-16).

The left hand side of Equation (2-16) is calculated using a two stage Runge-Kutta

sncheme known as Heun's method. The details of this Runge-Kutta application can be

found in (24).

The right hand side of Equation (2-16) can be evaluated using either the flux-

vector splitting aproach of Steger and Warming or Van Leer or the flux-difference

splitting approach of Roe. The Van Leer approach is essentially an improvement over

the earlier Steger and Warming flux-veco splitting approach. Inaccuracies arise in

the Steger and Warmng scheme when the eigenvalues of the flux Jacobians change

sign. The flux Jacobians, A and B are given by:

F=AU; A=-AF G=BU; B=-- (2-19)

aU au

Bignvalue sign changes will occur near shock structures or stagnation points

in the flowfield. In the Steger and Warming scheme, the split-flux derivatives are

discontinuous at these eigenvalue sign changes giving rise to inaccuracies and

instabilities in these regions. Van Leer's improvement over the Steger and Warming
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scheme was to split the fluxes so that the forward and backward flux contributions

transitioned smoothly at the eigenvalue sign changes. A comparison of these two

methods is presented in Hyun (1).

The Van Lew approach was chosen as the initial flow solver for this study

since it is more robust than the Steger and Warming approach. Van Leer's approach

to solving the right hand side of Equation (2-16) consists of splitting the flux into

positive and negative components for appropriate upwind differencing:

Fi. ,=F'(UL)+F-(U') (2-20)
2

where U' and it are vectors of the conserved flow variables at each interface. The

Van Leer flux-vector splitting approach is designed to make computational schemes

more robust and to improve computational efficiency. The goal of a flux-vector

splitting scheme is to split the flux vectors in such a way that an upwind finite-

difference scheme may be used throughout the entire flowfield. This is accomplished

by splitting the flux vectors into upwind and downwind parts. For second-order

accuracy, Ir and &L are obtained using Van Law's MUSCL approach to extrapolate

the conserved variables to the cell surface. Van Leer's approach also incorporates a

minmod limitur based on local conditions to avoid oscillations in shock regions. The

addition of the minmod limiter causes the solution to locally revert back to first-order

accuracy in the vicinity of the shock in order to preserve monotonicity within the

solution.
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The Van Lee approach is also very robubt in regions of supersonic expansion.

This method is useful for starting the flow solution when there is a sigificant amount

of expansion from the initial conditions in the steady state flow solution (1).

Roe's scheme is used to achieve a final solution after the Van Leer solution

has achieved a steady state solution through the initial flowfield expansions. Roe's

approach to solving the right hand side of Equation (2-16) is:

Fj.~ L+(U)-AU -L (2-21)

where A is the Roe-averaged flux vector Jacobian matrix. The "A" refers to Roe

averaging given by:

O L-XL +VX x=p~u,v~and h (2-22)

where the R and the L subscripts refer to the components of U' and UV respectively.

The Roe approach also uses a MUSCL approach and a minmod limiter to achieve

second-order accuracy.

2.3 Boundary and Initial Conditions

Since the finite-volume computational schemes used for this study are cell

centered methods which solve for fluxes across the cell surfaces, ghost points must be

added to the grid in order to apply boundary conditions. Ghost points are required at

all internal and external boundaries. Figure 2-1 demonstrates the application of ghost

points to a simplified grid and it helps highlight the necessity of ghost points. For

example, if the surface boundary depicted in Figure 2-1 requires a no-slip boundary
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condition there is no way to specify zero velocity on this surface with the basic cell

centered grid. Ghost grid point nodes are applied such that a row of new fictitious

cells are created a extrapolations of the original grid. The extrapolated grid has an

associated row of fictitious cell centers that are outside of the original surface

boundary as shown in Figure 2-1. Flow variables can then be specified at the ghost

cell centers such that the desired boundary conditions are enforced on the surface

boundary. For this simplified example, where the internal and external cell centers are

the same distance from the edge of the grid, a no-slip boundary condition can be

Grid - SuraceBouday

GridNodes % %

1 0 0 0 0

%,

CeN Ce -ters 0 0 0

I 0

1 0 0 0 0

Gbot Cell Centers M 0 0 0-

0 0 6---Ghost Point Nodes

Figure 2-1 Addition of Ghost Points to a Grid
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applied on the edge of the grid by simply setting the velocity components in the new

fictitious cells equal to and opposite from the velocity components specified in their

neighboring internal edge cells. This approach creates a velocity gradient from the

last internal cell to the fictitious ghost cell such that the velocity is zero on the surface

boundary.

Boundary conditions must be applied at all of the edges and surface boundaries

associated with the physical problem being modelled. The nozzle/cowl flowfield

requires inflow, freestream, outflow, and surface boundaries conditions to be applied.

The inflow boundary conditions must be specified for several different

flowfields for the hypersonic vehicle aft body problem. The internal flowfield

corresponding to the main combustion chamber exhaust, the external flowfield that the

vehicle aft body is exposed to, and the new gas generator flowfield added to the code

for this study all require inflow boundary conditions to be specified. At these inflow

boundaries, the flowfield is specified according to given initial conditions. The

required flow variables, U, are calculated from the inflow initial conditions. On the

inflow faces, corresponding to lines AO and HI in Figure 1-4 for the internal and

external flowfields respectively, the boundary conditions are applied by setting the

flow vector in the boundary cells equal to the input flow vector.

U-JU. (2-23)

For the freestream boundary corresponding to line U in figure 1-4, the initial

conditions are specified as the freestream values:
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UOU =U. (2-24)

The zero gradient boundary condition is then applied by simply setting the flow

vetor in the boundary cell equal to the flow vector in the last cell of the flow

solution:

UQMMI=U•.M (2-25)

The outflow boundary condition corresponding to line CJ in Figure 1-4 also

has a similar no-change boundary condition applied:

(2-26)

The solid boundaries of the nozzle wall corresponding to curve ABC in Figure

1-4 and all of the cowl lip surfaces corresponding to line OFFH in Figure 1-4 must

have the no-slip boundary condition applied. For example, on the nozzle wall:

Ui.2=-U 4 O (2-27)

V'42~ =Vi.1

The pressure gradient also goes to zero on the wall:

0 (2-28)

oil

For a zeroth-order implementation, this gives:

POV=P42  (2-29)

The Wright Laboratory code used for this analysis also requires a definition of

the wall temperature. An adiabatic wall temperature assumption was briefly

investigated for the generic nozzle configuration analyzed in this research. An
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approximation for adiabatic wall temperature for compressible boundary layers is

given by (13):

T =T4I +rI_•21M2) (2-30)

where r, is the adiabatic recovery factor which, for laminar compressible boundary

layers, is approximately equal to the square root of the Prandtl number, Pr. The

Prandtl number for air up to moderately high temperature is Pr = 0.72.

For air at the conditions specified for Mach 15 flow in Table 3-4, the adiabatic

wall temperature would be approximately 16610 OR for the internal nozzle wall at the

inlet and approximately 18280 OR on the external cowl wall. These temperatures are

much higher than thl. melting temperature of most advanced materials. Therefore, the

vehicle requires active cooling on the upstream nozzle wall and the cowl wall. Active

cooling was assumed such that the wall temperature could be maintained below a

reasonable target design temperature. A typical upper limit on nozzle wall

temperature for a NASP-type vehicle is on the order of 2000 *R (21). Although this

temperature would vary due to an increase in convective heat transfer as the flow

expanded down the nozzle wall, a constant 2000 ¶R was applied as a reasonable

approximation over the entire nozzle. The errors associated with the uniform

temperature non-adiabatic wall assumption manifest themselves primarily in the

calculation of viscous wall forces. Since the primary objective of this study was to

investigate the pressure contribution to the vehicle performance, the errors associated

with the viscous drag and lift terms were not considered to be critical.
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The non-adiabatic wall temperature is specified as T..r The specific internal

energy can then be specified for the boundary cell such that the wall is maintained at

the given temperature. Again, a zeroth-order implementation gives:

e41 =2cvTwU-ek.2  (2-31)

Not only does the flow vector have to be specified on the boundary cell, but

the fluxes on the edge cell must also be specified for the finite volume applications

used in this study. The no-slip condition on the wall forces the inviscid mass and

energy fluxes on the wall surface to go to zero. An examination of Equations (2-9)

and (2-10) show that the only terms remaining in the inviscid flux vectors (F, G) are

the pressure terms. The inviscid fluxes on the wall are then specified by:

U .u (2-32)

The viscous fluxes on the wall (F,, G,) are simply calculated based on the

given wall temperatures and the zero velocity no-slip condition. The same approach

described above for the nozzle wall is also applied to the solid boundaries of the cowl.

The initial conditions required to start the solution procrtre are applied such

that the entire grid is initially at the input freestream conditions except at the inflow

boundaries where the appropriate inflow boundary conditions are applied. The nozzle

internal and external inflow boundary conditions and freestream conditions for the

nozzle configuration analyzed in Section 3.1 were chosen by Hyun (1) to match the

experimental results of Cochran (4). A similar set of initial conditions for the nozzle
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configuraion analyzed in Section 3.2 were developed by Bonaparte (2) for a generic

flight vehicle over a typical trajectory. Details of the initial conditions used in these

studies can be found in Section 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.

The inflow boundary conditions are specified by the Reynolds number, Mach

number and temperature of the flow. For a calorically perfect gas, all of the required

flow variables and fluxes can be calculated given the gas constant R, and specific heat

ratio T. For air at standard conditions, R = 1716 ft/(s2 OR) and r-1.4.

One disadvantage of the Wright Laboratory code used for this research is that

it currently has no provisions for flowfield mixing. A hypersonic propulsive nozzle

will typically have different internal and external flow gas properties which will mix

along a contact surface as illustrated in Figure 1-4. The current computational code is

designed to run only a single calorically perfect gas mixture throughout the entire

flowfield. This was considered an acceptable source of error since this study is

parametric in nature and the primary objective is to determine the trends associated

with the incorporation of a gas generator into the cowl. Slight modifications were

made to the code, however, to improve the consistency of the results. Separate values

for R and y can now be input for each of the three inflow boundary conditions

(internal combustor flow, external freestream flow, and the gas generator flow)

analyzed in this study. This modification uses the input Reynolds number, Mach

number, temperature, R and y to calculate the correct pressures and fluxes at the

inflow boundaries. These new inflow pressures and fluxes are then used in the code

assuming a single calorically perfect gas.
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The following procedure i. used to convert the input variables to the

appropriate pressure and flux terms. First, the speed of sound and velocity are

calculated using the input variables.

a=I'RT (2-33)

U=a.M (2-34)

The components of the input velocity are then calculated using the input flow

deflection angle, 0.

u=U-cose (2-35)

v-U-sifn (2-36)

Next, coefficient of viscosity, p, is calculated using Sutherlands formula,

Equation (2-6). Density is then calculated using the definition of Reynolds number.

'P=-.. (2-37)

Next, specific internal energy can be calculated.

e= 1T U11) (2-38)

The final term that is required before the inviscid flux vectors (FG) given in

Equation (2-9) can be determined is the static pressure. The perfect gas equation of

state is used to calculate pressure.
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p-pRT (2-39)

These updated flow variables and flux vectors are then used as the inflow

boundary conditions for the rest of the solution which assumes a single calorically

perfect gas throughout the nozzle.

2.4 Computer Code Description

The baseline code used to solve the nozzle/cowl flowfields analyzed in this

study was developed by Wright Laboratory (WLJFIMC). This second-order accurate

code was developed to solve the two-dimensional, viscous Navier-Stokes equations

based on a laminar flow assumption.

The original code was developed to study uniform flow through a channel.

Wright Laboratory modified the code in order to solve the hypersonic vehicle aft body

problem analyzed by Hyun (I). The primary code modifications required for Hyun's

study included adding a second flow stream to represent the external flow, adding a

freestream outer boundary condition, and inserting a cowl solid boundary. One goal

of the present study was to further modify the code to incorporate a third flow stream

in order to model the effects of a gas generator inserted into the cowl lip. A

description of the required gas generator code modifications is presented in Section

2.6.1.

A validation of the flux-splitting algorithms was completed by Hyun (1).

Hyun's study compared the computational results of this code to the experimental data

of Cochran (4) using the same baseline geometry and grid presented in Section 3.1 of

this study. Hyun showed that as Mach number and nozzle pressure ratio (NPR)
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increased, the correlation between the computational results and the experimental data

generally improved. The computations based on the assumption of planar laminar

flow tended to be more consistent with the experimental data as the Mach and NPR

approached their on-design conditions. The promising results for the supersonic flow

conditions and the trend towards increased correlation at higher Mach and NPR

provided the required justification for using this code in the present study.

The Wright Laboratory code provides many options for solving the given flow

problem. The code can be used to solve the inviscid Euler equations as well as the

viscous Navier-Stokes equations. The code also allows the user to choose which type

of flux-splitting algorithm to use; Steger and Wanring flux-vector splitting, Van Leer

flux-vector splitting, or Roe flux-difference splitting can be selected. The code also

has a restart feature which allows any combination of these solutions to be run in

series. For example, the present study uses the steady-state Van Leer solution as the

initial conditions for the final Roe solution. A general discussion of the solution

procedure used is presented in Section 2.5.

In addition to choosing the type of flow solver, the code allows the user to

control other aspects of the problem including; control of the CFL stability criteria,

input of flowfield and boundary conditions, and control of miscellaneous format and

run parameters. A sample input file and a description of the inputs for can be found

in Appendix A

The code is written entirely in FORTRAN and it was run on a network of

Silicon Graphics Iris 4D/240 and Indigo series workstations.
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2.5 Solution Procedure

The explicit formulation of the numerical problem was used for this

computational analysis. This approach is second-order accurate in space and time.

The explicit formulation was desired because it is well suited for optimization on

parallel processing machines. Section 2.6.2 and Appendix B highlight the code

optimization that was completed for this research.

The approach taken to solve the nozzle/cowl problem uses a combination of the

Van Leer flux-vector splitting method and the Roe flux-difference splitting method.

The initial conditions required to start the iterative solution algorithm are initially set

to the input freestream conditions. As the flow solution is marched in time, the initial

perurbations are very large. The initial conditions for the numerical solution are

significantly undere d and as the solution marches towards steady-state, the code

must overcome this initial underexpansion. The code provides the user with direct

control over the Courant-Friedrichs and Lewy (CFL) stability criterion defined as (1):

CFL- At (2-40)

where A.. is the largest eigenvalue of the flux Jacobian matrix.

An initial (FL of 0.01 is used to force very small initial steps in time through

the initial expansion of the flow. The (FL is then gradually increased to a maximum

of 0.9 as the solution is marched towards steady-state.

The Roe approach has demonstrated convergence problems when trying to start

extremely underepnded initial conditions for the numerical solution (1). For this

reason, the Van Leer approach was chosen to generate an initial steady-state solution
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because it has demonstrated robustness through these initial supersonic expansion

regions. Once a steady solution w achieved using the Van Leer approach, a final

solution was generated using the Roe flux-derence splitting approach to accurately

capture the wave interactions.

Convergence to the steady-state solution was determined explicitly for each run

in this study. The explicit criteria used to determine the convergence are the root

mean square (RMS) heat transfer and pressure values along the nozzle wall:

QRM=ILI A (2-41)

(242)

Convergence is determined when Q,, and P.. do not fluctuate more than

0.01% over a large number of iterations. The typical number of iterations required for

a converged Van Leew solution ranged from 750 to 2000. An additional 500 to 4000

Roe iterations were then required on top of this to achieve a final steady-state solution.

As freestreaam Macb number and NPR were increased, the number of iterations

required for a steady state solution tended to decrease. This trend also tends to

support the notion that the viscous laminar flow assumption used in this code is well

suited for the hypersonic nozzle/cowl problem.
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Since ooe of the primary goas of this research was to evaluate the effect of

gas generator flowfield on the pressure distribution along the nozzle wall, several

representative measures of performance are presented. The coefficient of pressure (C,)

and the pressure contribution to lift and thrust were calculated along the nozzle wall.

The pressure coefficient along the nozzle wall is calculated locally using:

C . (2-43)
CPd=q.

where p.. and q. are the fieestream static and dynamic pressure, respectively.

The pressure contribution to thrust along the nozzle wall is given by:

IL

where Ay, is calculated from the wall grid spacing and p, is calculated at the cell

center.

The pressure contribution to lift along the nozzle wall is calculated in a similar

manner.

LLOP4 1 (AXO, ( 2-45)

where A4 is also calculated based on the wall grid spacing.

2.6 Computer Code Modifications

In iddition to the small change in the inflow boundary conditions described in

Section 2.3, several more significant changes were made to the Wright Laboratory

code for the incorporation of a vectorable gas generator flowfield into the cowl and
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the optimization of the code for use on parallel processing machines. The following

sections highlght these code changes.

2.6.1 Addition of a Gas Generator Flowfield. The data input subroutine,

DATINRf, and the common block routine, gcommon.f, were modified to read in the

required gas generator flow definition from the input file cnldat found in Appendix A.

The new variables are Reynolds number, Mach number, temperature, R, y, and thrust

vector deflection angle 0. The variables are then converted to the desired flow

variables as described in Section 2.3.

The initial condition subroutine, INITL.f, was modified to set the flow variables

and the conserved variables, U, to the proper initial conditions on the gas generator

boundary.

The boundary condition subroutine, BC.f, required the most extensive

modifications. The solid surface boundary condition at the cowl lip was replaced with

an inflow boundary condition as described in Section 2.3.

The main calculation subroutine, L.f, also required a slight modification. In the

baseline code (no gas generator) the cowl lip was treated as a solid boundary. This

required that the inviscid flux terms on the surface be specified as shown in Equation

(2-31) where the mass and energy terms are set to zero and only the pressure

contribution to the momentum terms remain. In the modified code, the cowl lip is no

longer modelled as a solid boundary and the flux vectors are not reset. These terms

are now set equal to the flux terms associated with the gas generator flowfield initial

conditions.
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2,6.2 Code Optimization. The steady-state solution of a typical nozzle/cowl

configuration required on the order of 4 to 20 hours of computer run time using the

baseline code. A significant reduction in run time was required in order to complete

the large number of runs required for this research in a timely manner. The run time

could be reduced because the explicit formulation of the numerical problem is well

suited for optimization using parallel processing machines such as the Silicon Graphics

4D/240 used for most of this resemrch.

The Silicon Graphics Power Series comes equipped with extensive support for

parallel applications at both the operating system level and the compilers and tools

level Moving the applications from the operating system level to the compiler or tool

level greatly enhances the ease of developing parallel applications.

Code can be parallelized relatively easily using compilers such as the Silicon

Graphics Power FORTRAN compiler. This compiler has a scheme for

homoparalelization of DO loops through in-line comments that provide

multiprocessing directives to the compiler. Interpretation of these directives is enabled

through the use of the -mp option with this compiler. The basic construct is the

c$doacross directive which informs the Power FORTRAN compiler that the DO loop

immediately following is to be parallelized.

Since the c$doacross directive can be cumbersome to insert manually, Power

FORTRAN is equipped with code analyzer tools which helps the user identify

opportunities for parallelization. These tools are called pfa and pca respectively.

Both are source-to-source optimizing processors that discover blocks of code that can

be made parallel and actually insert the directives necessary to implement parallelism.
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The pfa tool was used for this task. The pfa tool is generally very good at identifying

which loops can be parallelized and which have data dependencies or too few

iterations to be considered. It generates a listing that shows which portion of the code

were parallelized and why it could not parallelize the others. This listing helps the

developer by highlighting any dependencies which require further attention.

Another tool that helps the developer parallelize applications is an execution

profiler. An execution profiler such as pixie counts the number of CPU cycles a

section of code takes to execute and keeps track of the total use by that section of the

code. By accumulating these statistics during a run of an application, this tool can

generate detailed reports on the execution of the code. An example of the pixie

profiler results accumulated from a run of the baseline code applied to a typical

solution is presented in Appendix B.1.

For the baseline profile example in Appendix B.1, the solution of 1000 Roe

iterations for a typical nozzle/cowl configuration requires 86.82 minutes of CPU time.

The routines sqrt and rsign are math library routines and can not be parallelized.

The remaining routines which were parallelized are FSIROE, FSJROE, LMTRI,

LMTRJ, VISEUL, VJSEUL, and L. Between them, these subroutines took

approximately 80% of the total application run time.

The pfa tool was then used to analyze and parallelize the code for each of

these subroutines. All of the subroutines except L were parallelized without any

manual intervention. With the help of pfa, the problem areas in L were highlighted

and several minor changes were then made to further parallelize this subroutine.

Details of these minor changes in L and an example of the c$doacross structures can
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be found in Appendix B.3. Since the other subroutines were successfully parallelized

by pfa without any manual code changes, their listings were not included.

The execution profile for the parallelized code running this same nozzle/cowl

example is presented in Appendix B.2. The limiting CPU time required for the most

heavily used processor was reduced to 33.85 minutes. The speedup ratio in terms of

CPU cycles was 2.56. This particular test case took 158 minutes with no

parallelization and 69 minutes with parallelization, which corresponds to a time

speedup factor of 2.29. The numbers associated with time are subject to some amount

of variation due to the competition for CPU time with the operating system.
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M. ANALYSIS OF NOZZLE COWL FLOWFIELDS

3.1 An Experimentally Validated Nozzle/Cowl Geometry

The first nozzle/cowl geometry analyzed in this study is based on the

experimental hypersonic vehicle afterbody configuration analyzed by Cochran (4).

The two-dimensional nozzle/cowl model was designed to be representative of the

external geometry of a hypersonic vehicle. Figure 3-1 presents a cross-sectional view

of this experimental nozzle/cowl assembly. In order to facilitate fabrication, the

internal nozzle consisted of a 50 degree straight convergent ramp. At the throat, the

flow is turned at a sharp corner and allowed to expand along a 20 degree external

expansion ramp. Four different cowl configurations were analyzed in Cochran's

experimental study: a baseline short cowl, a long cowl, a long cowl deflected towards

the body 5 degrees, and a long cowl deflected away from the body 5 degrees.

Cochran analyzed these hypersonic vehicle afterbody configurations in the

Wright Laboratory two-foot trisonic gasdynamic tunnel at subsonic, transonic, and

supersonic off-design operating conditions. The testing was limited to relatively slow

speed off-design operating conditions due to the operating limitations of the

gasdynamic tunnel facility. For the subsonic flow cases the maximum dynamic

pressure was limited to 350 pounds per square foot (psW) and the maximum Reynolds

number was limited to 2.5 million per foot. For the supersonic cases the maximum

dynamic pressure increased to 1000 psf and the maximum Reynolds number increased

to 5.0 million per foot. The total stagnation temperature was maintained at
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approximately 559.7 OR for all of the analysis. The nozzle/cowl wail temperatures

were maintained at a nearly constant 400.6 OR for this analysis.

Cochran's goal was to experimentally analyze the nozzle/afterbody drag force

on these models by integrating the pressure distribution on the external ramp.

Pressure distributions on the external ramp were obtained for each cowl configuration

over a range of NPR, freestream Mach number, and Reynolds number. The maximum

erroru reported for the experimental tests were 0.20% for the freestream total pressure,

0.12% for the freestream static pressure, 0.57% for the static pressure probes, and

0.43% for the internal nozzle total pressure.

Hyun, (1), compared these data to the results of the Wright Laboratory finite

volume computational code described in Chapter 2. The goal of Hyun's research was

to attempt to validate the numerical method using the experimental data gathered from

this very practical experimental example. In general, the two-dimensional flux-

splitting elgorithms performed very well for the supersonic external flow cases.

Three-dimensional effects in the experimental data were the primary reasons for most

of the small discrepancies. For the supersonic external flow cases, small differences

occurred at the far downstream locations on the expansion ramp where the thickening

boundary layer tended to interact with the external flowfield. Hyun demonstrated that

as NPR and freestream Mach increased, the correlation between the experimental data

and the computational results generally increased.

The two-dimensional Wright Laboratory code could not be validated for the

subsonic flow case because of very strong three-dimensional effects on the

nozzle/cowl experimental data. The experimental data contained significant three-
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dimensional effects due to the interaction between the exhaust plume, the expansion

ramp subsonic boundary layer, and the subsonic external flow. For these reasons, the

scope of the current analysis is limited to the validated supersonic off-design

conditions analyzed by Hyun and Cochran.

The initial conditions used for this analysis were chosen to match the

experimental conditions reported by Cochran and used by Hyun. Table 3-2 describes

the Mach 1.9 flowfields analyzed at nozzle pressure ratios of approximately 3, 5, 7,

and 12. Table 3-3 describes the Mach 3.0 flowfields analyzed at nozzle pressure

ratios of 5, 7, 9, 12, and 16. The test point number (TPN) presented in these tables

corresponds to Cochran's original test points. For this experimental nozzle

configuration, the high pressure internal nozzle flow is subsonic and it is accelerated

to supersonic speeds through the converging-diverging nozzle section.

The computational grid developed by Hyun was used as a baseline for the

current analysis. Hyun used an approach that is very similar to the approach taken for

the generic nozzle grid generation described in Section 3.2.2. Figure 3-2 shows the

final grid that was used for the baseline experimental nozzle analysis. This grid has

dimensions of 101 (0) by 71 (TI). An algebraic distribution of grid points was used

along each edge and a combination of algebraic and elliptic grid generators were used

to distribute the internal nozzle grid points.

The primary objective of the first part of this research was to insert a gas

generator flowfield into the cowl lip. Using Hyun's grid definition and Cochran's

initial conditions, the overall effects of the gas generator could be compared to the

experimentally validated baseline flow solutions. This also allows for a direct
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comparison of gas generator man flow and deflection angle effects to the effects of

nozzle cowl length extensions and deflections.

3.2 A Generic Hypersonic Vehicle Configuration

For the second part of the current research effort, a generic hypersonic vehicle

nozzle/cowl geometry was evaluated at more realistic on-design flight conditions.

Since the Wright Laboratory code showed good correlation to the experimental data

and a trend towards increasing accuracy with increasing freestream Mach number and

NPR, it was determined that the same code could be used to determine trends at more

realistic on-design flight conditions.

The generic nozzle design used for this study was developed by Doty (9).

This same nozzle definition was used in the nozzle geometry optimization research of

Bonaparte (2). The purpose of Bonaparte's study was to implement a two parameter

optimization for nozzle attachment angle and cowl deflection angle using an inviscid

flux-difference splitting code developed by Doty. Doty's nozzle definition and

Bonaparte's trajectory were used for the present analysis. Trends associated with a

gas generator flowfield were evaluated for the generic nozzle/afterbody over a this

typical flight trajectory corresponding to a constant dynamic pressure, q, of 1000 psf

through flight Mach numbers ranging between 10 and 25.

3.2.1 Nozzle/Cowl Model. There are many options available for defining a

generic nozzle/cowl assembly. Doty, (9), defined a family of generic nozzles

consisting of a circular arc section extending from the combustor exit to the nozzle

wall and a parabolic arc section which defines the nozzle wall. Figure 3-3 (not drawn
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to scale) defines this generic configuration. An internal height, hfr an external height,

h., a nozzle length, and a nozzle wall attachment angle (1%) are all that is required to

parametrically describe this family of nozzles. The circular arc is defined relative to

the origin, 0, by the following relationships:

X=Xo+r[sin(8)] (3-1)

y=yo+r[l-cos(O) (3-2)

where 0 extends from 0 to (3.

The general form of the parabolic wall is given by:

y2 +c~x+cy+c3=-- (3-3)

where the three unknowns, c,, c2, and c3 can be evaluated using known information.

The following relationships define the nozzle wail:

C2- [(y)-y9 +2 )(xc-x) (3-4)

(yB- -x-xOC I(3-5)

CS = -{yB)2 +2(yp~o)(YXX) +(y9r,-(3-6)

where,

adyd.-ae. (3-7

and the x and y locations are known at points A and C. For a given nozzle inlet
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height, nozzle exit height, and nozzle length, a complete family of nozzle

configurations is defined by the nozzle attachment angle, 0,.

Bonaparte's optimization effort showed that the nozzle performance is fairly

sensitive to the nozzle attachment angle. For this generic nozzle configuration

analyzed over the typical trajectory presented in Section 3.2.3, the optimum nozzle

attachment angle, 6j, varied from nearly 36 degrees at a trajectory Mach number of 10

down to almost 16 degrees at a trajectory Mach number of 25. The nozzle

configuration chosen for the current analysis was based on a design trajectory Mach

number of 15 where the optimum nozzle attachment angle is approximately 24

degrees. The Mach 15 design condition and the 24 degree nozzle attachment angle

represent a reasonable design trade-off over the Mach 10 to Mach 25 flight trajectory

since the 24 degree nozzle attachment angle falls just less than half way between the

optimum values for Mach 10 and Mach 25.

Table 3-1 completely defines the generic nozzle/cowl geometry used in this

investigation. The total expansion ratio is 25:1. the overall nozzle length is 100 times

the combustion chamber exit height, and the cowl wall spans 1/10 ' of the overall

nozzle length. The cowl wall is modelled as a flat plate with a blunt trailing edge.
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Table 3-1 Generic Nozzle Configuration Definition

Nozzle Data Value

Nozzle Length, L (in) 100

Inlet Height, hib (in) I

Exit Height, hb (in) 25

Circular Arc Radius of Curvature, r (in) I

Circular Arc/Nozzle Attachment Angle, 69 (deg) 24

Cowl Length (in) 10

Cowl Thickness (in) 0.25

3.2.2 Grid Generation. Successful grid generation is a very meticulous

iterative procedure. The process of developing the grids used in this research was

simplified using the GRIDGEN software package developed under contract by the

Fort Worth Division of the Lockheed Corporation (formerly General Dynamics) for

the Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Aeromechanics Division, Wright Laboratory

(WLPFIM) (16,17).

A quasi two-dimensional surface grid is required to define the generic

nozzle/afterbody configuration investigated in this research. The final grid with

dimensions of (101x71) used for this analysis is presented in Figure 3-4. The grids

used for the grid resolution study are shown in Figures 3-5 and 3-6 corresponding to

grid dimensions of (151xl0l) and (201x151) respectively. Details of the grid

resolution study can be found in Section 4.1.
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Only the two-dimensional grid genration portion of GRIDGEN called

GRIDGEN2D was required for thin dfort. GRIGEN2D is designed for use on dhe

Silicon Graphics, Inc. (SGI) 3000 and 4D series IRIS workstations and the IBM RISC

6000 workstations. The GRIDGEN software was installed on a NAIC SGI network

for this effort.

For this problem, a single block was defined with the desired dimensions (L.,

SLC..). C was set to I since only a two-dimensional surface grid was required.

L and A. were set to the overall grid dimensions of 101xil respectively. The

generic nozzle/cowl definition is well suited for grid generation in Cartesian

coordinates.

The edges were defined by importing a high resolution edge definition file

which contained the nozzle geometry definition as specified in Equations 3-1 through

3-7 and Table 3-1. The grid points were then distributed along the edges using

algebraic distributions.

The main domain was broken down into several subunits in order to help

cluster grid points and control the grid definition. Grid clustering wan provided in the

region nesa the solid boundaries to provide sufficient resolution of the boundary layer

flow and in the regions where strong expansions and shocks were expected.

The external flow grid was calculated algebraically using the spacing defined

on the edges. The algebraic solver used transfinite interpolation CTI) with arclength

based interpolants to generate the external flow grid. This method tended to keep the

internal grid clustering proportional to the defined edge clustering as was desired.
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The internal flow grid was calculated using an elliptic partial differential

equation (PD-• grid solver. Thomas-Middlecoff control functions, with a relaxation

factor of 0.3, were used for smoothing since they appeared to give the best results.

The elliptic solver was set up to force the grid to be perpendicular to the solid

boundaries and the frestream inflow boundary and was set up to force a constant

gradient geometry at the downstream outflow boundary. Approximately 400 iterations

were run to generate the final grid.

Once the surface grid was created, a small FORTRAN routine was used to add

the required boundary ghost points as described in Section 2.3. This routine also

converted the grid to a cell centered grid and it inverted the grid for evaluation with

the Wright Laboratory code.

3.2.3 The Trajectory. A hypersonic vehicle will typically travel along a

design trajectory. A constant dynamic pressure, q, trajectory can be used to represent

typical aerodynamic and structural loads on a hypersonic vehicle. A typical value of

dynamic pressure for a NASP type vehicle is q=1000 psf (2). The trajectory is then

specified by the definition of dynamic pressure:

q1yp.M. (3-8)

2

A pressure altitude corresponding to p. is determined as a function of design

dynamic pressure and vehicle Mach number. Figure 3-7 defines the trajectory

associated with a constant 1000 psf dynamic pressure flight path. The pressure

altitude was based on the 1976 standard atmosphere.
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Table 3-4 defines the internal an externak ri •wflelds used for this analysis.

The internal flow parameters were based on the engine analysis conducted by

Bonaparte, (2). Bonaparte obtained the engine exhaust parameters by analyzing a

generic scramjet configuration over this trajectory using the Johns Hopkins Ramjet

Performae Analysis "RJPA) program (24).

The external flowfield presented in Table 3-4 was based on another set of

simplifying assumptions. Since the forebody of a hypersonic vehicle typically acts as

a large compression ramp, assumptions had to be made regarding the effect of this

flowfield compression on the afterbody freestream flow. Bonaparte assumed a total of

eight degrees of flowfield turning was accomplished by passing the external flow

through an oblique shock. The oblique shock solution was calculated using an

iterative solution which accounted for temperature changes in the caloric models used

for enthalpy, h, and specific heat capacity at constant pressure, c. Although the

Wright Laboratory code used for this research is not capable of mixing dissimilar

flowfields, a realistic freestream boundary condition is desired. The trajectory analysis

completed using the caloric model provided more realistic freestream inflow pressure

and flux terms which were then used in the Wright Laboratory code as described in

Section 2.3.

3.3 The Gas Generator Model

The primary goal of the current research was to determine the effects of

inserting a vectorable, throttleable gas generator flow into the cowl lip. The gas

generator flowfield was obtained using a computer program developed by the author to
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determine the equilibrium flow solution for a liquid hydrogen-oxygen rocket

(22). The exit stage solution from this model was used as the input initial conditions

for the improved cowl concept gas generator.

Table 3-5 defines the gas generator flow used for this analysis. The baseline

nozzle geometry and operatidg conditions were based largely on a scaled down Space

Shuttle Main Engine (SSME). The oxygen to fuel mixture ratio was 6.026:1, the

combustion chamber inlet pressure at 100% throttle was 204.55 atm, and the exit to

throat area ratio was 77.5 for the baseline ga generator. In order to analyze the

effects of varying mass flows and exit pressures, this engine configuration was

analyzed operating at a range of throttle settings varying from 25% to 200%. Engine

throttling is accomplished by increasing or decreasing the combuator chamber pressure.

In addition to throttling, the gas generator flow was also vectored through a ranp of

+20 to -20 degrees using the approach described in Section 2.3.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The two-dimensional Navier Stokes equations were evaluated using the Wright

Laboratory flux-splitting finite volume code for two separate geometries over a wide

range of operating conditions. The nozzle operating conditions analyzed were all

initially underexpanded since the total nozzle exit pressure, PT, was always

significantly higher than the ambient static pressure, P.. The flowfield was dominated

by the initial expansion of the flow from this underexpanded state.

A schematic of a typical overexpanded and underexpanded exhaust is presented

in Figure 4-1. The wall pressure distribution is typically dominated by two separation

regions. The first and largest separation bubble occurs just past the nozzle throat

where the flow undergoes a dramatic initial expansion. The second separation region

may appear after the shock wave associated with an overexpanded flow impinges on

the nozzle wall boundary layer. These separation regions are characterized by a

recompression of the flow and a subsequent increase in nozzle wall pressure followed

by a re-expansion of the flow dc, -, an.

For the experimental nozzle evaluated at the relatively low speed off-design

conditions, the flow was initially underexpande. The dramatic initial expansion

caused by the sudden increase in nozzle area typically resulted in an overexpanded

flow just downstream of the nozzle throat. The location of the second separation

region associated with the large overexpansion and its associated recompression shock

is highly dependent on the freestream Mach number, the NPR, and gas generator setting.
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For the eneri nozzle evaluated over the more realistic trojectry, the initial

flow was also significantly undeexpanded. For this nozzle, the sudden initial

expansion was also very severe but the flow did not ovatxpnd to a pressure less than

ambient and the flow typically remained underexpanded throughout the nozzle. There

was typically no characteristic downstream separation bubble associated with an

overexpansion shock wave.

Assessing the impact of a gas generator on these charactaistic flow solutions

was the primary objective of this research. The overall impact of adding a Sas

generator flowfield, increasing the gas generator mas flow, and deflecting the gas

generator thrust are presented in the following sections. Section 4.2 discusses the

effects of the gas generator flowfield on the experimentally validated nozzle/cowl

geometry presented in Figure 3-1 and Section 4.3 presents the effects of the gas

generator on the generic nozzle/cowl configuration presented in Figure 3-2.

The flow solutions were evaluated with the Plow Analysis Software Toolkit

(FAST) developed by NASA Ames Research Center (15). This software was also

installed on the NAIC SGI network for this research.

4.1 Grid Resolution Effects

The effects of grid density must be evaluated before the flowfld can be

analyzed with confidence. Any finite difference or finite volume scheme will be

affected by the truncation errors associated with the chosen numerical method (10). A

grid resolution study must be completed to assure that the truncation errors do not

build up and dominate the flow solution. Furthermore, the grid must be dense enough
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to cqpture all of the critical flow structr. For the cnfiuwations analyzed in this

study, a series of grid refinements was made. The effects of a coarse grid (101x71), a

medium grid (151xi0l), and a fine grid (201x151) were evaluated at several operating

conditions.

Hyun (1) completed this grid resolution study for the experimental nozzlecowl

configuration presented in Section 3.1 and Figure 3-1 at the M,= 1.9, NPR=7.0, and

M.=3.0, NPR=f16.0 test conditions. Hyun showed that the dominant effects of grid

resolution occurred in the region of the first separation bubble just downstream of the

sharp throat. As grid density increased, the flow characteristics in the initial

recompression region were resolved. Grid refinement did not significantly change the

magnitude of the peak recompression and it had almost no effect on the re-expanion

of the flow past the first separation bubble. Even as the gid resolution was increased

and the rec-mpression structure was resolved, there was still a noticeable difference

between the overall recompression calculated numerically and the experimental

measumnts. The primary reason for the small difference between the experimental

and numerical solution was attributed to the laminar flow assumption used in the

numerical method. Overall, the agreement between the expeimental data and the

numerical solution was very good. Since the results were not significantly improved

and the penalty paid in overall computation time was so large for the finer grids, the

coarse grid was determined to be acceptable for this analysis.

A similar study was done for the generic nozzle/cowl configuration presented

in Section 3.2, and Figure 3-2 at the design Mach 15 condition with the gas generator

operating at 100% throttle with no deflection. The three grids used for this analysis
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were presented in Figures 3-3 through 3-5. Figure 4-2 shows the effects of grid

resolution. As with the previous geometry, the largest diffrences occur in the region

of the initial recompression. For this cme, the most significs changes occur near the

peak of the recompression and they tend to disappear during the subsequent

downstream expansion. The effect of the compression waves associated with the wall

curvature were resolved with the finer grids in this region.

Since there is no experimental data to compare to, the grid resolution effects

had to be evaluated in terms of their relative impact on this gas generator study.

Figure 4-3 shows the net effect of turning off the gas generator on the nozzle wall

pressure distribution at this same Mach 15 trajectory point using the coarse (101x71)

grid. Note that the gas generator is located in the cowl at a downstream location of 10

inches. Since the flow is supersonic, there is no upstream effect of the gas generator.

Furthermore, any pressure differences associated with the gas generator must propagate

through the internal nozzle flowfield before they can have an impact on the nozzle

wall. Since the internal nozzle flow is expanded to fairly high Mach numbers for this

geometry, the propagation of the gas generator effects are limited to the downstream

nozzle wall locations.

The convergence of the final solution is determined by achieving a steady RMS

heat transfer and pressure along the nozzle wall as defined in Section 2.5 and

Equations 2-41 and 2-42. Figure 4-4 shows the explicit convergence history of the

Mach 15 trajectory point using the coarse 101x71 grid. For this example, convergence

for the Van Leer solution was achieved in a relatively quick 500 iterations and an

acceptable convergence for the Roe solution was achieved by 920 iterations.
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Far this same example, convergence was achieved in 1120 iterations for the

medium grid and 1300 iterations for the fine grid. The code required approximately

787.9 microseconds per iteration per node for the coarse grid, 954.43 microseconds per

iteration per node for the medium grid and 929.6 microseconds per iteration per node

for the fine grid. Using a Silicon Graphics Iris Indigo workstation, the total CPU time

required for this example solution was 1.444 hours with the coarse grid, 4.529 hours

with the medium grid and 10.188 hours with the fine grid.

As illustrated in Figure 4-2, the initial recompreusion was not accurately

captured with the coarse grid. The magnitude of the peak recompression tends to

increase slightly with increased grid resolution. However, Hyun (1) noted that the

numerical vs. experimental discrepancy in this reSion was due as much to the laminar

flow assumption as it was to grid resolution. Note from Figure 4-3 that the cowl and

gas generator effects are not evident in the flowfield nor nozzle pressure until

significantly downstream of the initial expansion region. Additionally, since the

downstream influence of the cowl is not affected significantly by the grid resolution,

the computational time penalty associated with the increased grid density was not

justified. Therefore, the coarse grid (101x71) was used for the remainder of this

analyss.
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Figure 4-4 Explicit Stability Check, Mach 15, Coarse Grid (101x71)
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4.2 Application of a Cowl Gas Generator Flowfield to an Experimentally

Validated Off-Design Configuration

The experimental hypersonic nozzle/cowl geometry presented in Figure 3-1 was

evaluated with and without the gas generator for two off-design supersonic flow

conditions; Mach 1.9 and Mach 3.0. The basic gas generator effects were analyzed

over a range of NPR at these two Mach numbers. The gas generator mass flow and

deflection angle effects were evaluated for two typical configurations, Mach 1.9,

NPR=7, and Mach 30, NPR=16 since these were the same conditions analyzed by

Cochran (4) and Hyun (1) for their cowl geometry studies described in Section 3.1.

These baseline flow conditions correspond to Cochran's test point numbers 148 and

184, respectively.

The nozzle wall pressure distributions for the Mach 1.9, NPR=7, TPN 148 case

are presented in Figure 4-5 for both the baseline gas generator off condition and the

gas generator 100%/no deflection operating condition. The nozzle throat is located at

a downstream location of 3.25 inches. It is obvious that the internal flow upstream of

the throat is significantly underexpanded. As the flow passes the sharp corner at the

throat, it experiences a significant increase in flow area resulting in a dramatic

expansion. The flow actually overexpands to a pressure less than ambient. Both with

and without the gas generator, the flow immediately begins to recompress due to the

presence of the first separation bubble past the sharp throat. For the baseline case

with the gas generator off, the recompression is not very strong and the flow remains

overexpanded along the entire nozzle wall downstream of the throat. With the gas

generator on, the size of the first separation bubble increases significantly as indicated
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by the increased region of recompression along the nozzle wall. Mhe gas generator not

only increases the magnitude of the recompression, but it also moves the location of

the peak magnitude and the subsequent re-expansion downstream. The relatively high

pressure gas generator acts like an aerodynamic cowl extension. The relatively high

pressure boundary between the internal and external flowfields created by the gas

generator reduces the expansion of the high pressure internal nozzle flow near the

cowl wall to the relatively low pressure external freestream flow. The effects of this

increased pressure then propagate through the relatively low speed supersonic flow just

downstream of the nozzle throat where it appears as an increase in pressure along the

nozzle wall.

The shock wave associated with the overexpanded baseline case impinges the

nozzle wall downstream of the first separation bubble. This shock impingement

causes a second smaller separation region to form and the flow is again recompressed.

This flow does not reattach to the nozzle wall and the flow remains separated to the

end of the nozzle. With the gas generator on, the second separation does not form.

For both cases, the flow overexpands and never recovers to ambient pressure.

The nozzle wall pressure distribution for the Mach 3.0, NPR=16, TPN 184 case

is presented in Figure 4-6. For this increased nozzle pressure ratio and external flow

Mach number case, the initial expansion past the sharp throat is not as strong as the

previous case and the flow does not overexpand past the throat. The magnitude of the

first separation bubble increases for both the gas generator on and off as indicated by

the increased pressure recovery along the nozzle wall. Again, the gas generator tends

to increase the overall size of the first separation bubble resulting in a delayed re-
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expansion. The second separation does not form until the very end of the nozzle wall

for the gas generator off case and therefore, the downstream pressure for the gas

generator on case remains higher than the gas generator off case throughout the entire

length of the nozzle. As with the previous cane neither of these flows recover to

ambient pressure.

Appendix C presents the pressure and Mach number contours for these two

baseline configurations with the gas generator operating at 100% throttle with no

deflection and with the gas generator off. Figures C-i and C-2 present the flowfield

solution for the baseline Mach 1.9, NPR=7.0, gas generator off case. In addition to

the nozzle wall expansion and recompression associated with the separation regions,

the other flow phenomena can be seen. Figure C-i cearly demonstrates how the

internal nozzle flow is dominated by the initial expansion just downstream of the

throat. As the high pressure internal flow expands past the cowl, a plume shock

appears as a pressure rise in the external flowfield. The boundary between the internal

and external flowfield can also be seen as large Mach number gradients in Figure C-2.

In addition, the internal shock extendilg from the cowl wall and the impingement of

this shock on the nozzle wall is also evident in Figure C-2. At approximately 6.5

inches downstream, the internal shock impinges on the wall and the adverse pressure

gradient acting on the viscous boundary layer causes a flow separation which can also

be seen in figure C-2.

Figures C-3 and C-4 show this same cases with the gas generator operating at

100% throttle with no deflection. The interaction of the nozzle flow structures with

the gas generator flow can now be seen. Figure C-3 shows how the gas generator acts
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as an aerodynamic cowl extension by delaying the large initial expansion just

downstream of the cowl wail. The increased pressure recovery along the nozzle wall

is also evident in this figure. Figure C-4 clearly shows the location of the gas

generator boundaries as very strong Mach number gradients. Furthermore, Figure C-4

shows how the internal nozzle shock, the shock impingement on the nozzle wall, and

the subsequent flow separation associated with an initial overexpansion does not form

with the gas generator on. These figures also show that there is a slight increase in

the external flow plume shock strength due to the expansion of the high pressure gas

generator boundary into the external flowfield.

Figures C-5 through C-8 show the same information for the Mach 3.0,

NPR= 16.0 case. Except for the decreased plume shock angle associated with the

higher external flow Mach number, and the increased internal nozzle flow expansio

associated with the higher nozzle pressure ratio operating conditions, the same basic

trends are obvious. A comparison of Figures C-4 and C-8 show the effect of nozzle

operating condition on the gas generator plume shape. The plume is pushed out

significantly due to the higher internal nozzle pressure associated with the increased

Mach number and increased nozzle pressure ratio operating condition.

An appreciation for the basic effects of the gas generator can be gained by

investigating a cross section of the flowfield just downstream of the gas generator.

Figures 4-7 and 4-8 show the pressure distribution across the height of the nozzle at a

constant axial location, indicated by index "I", just downstream of the cowl edge. A

constant location of 1=52, corresponding to an approximate downstream location of

3.27 inches, was used to generate these profiles. For reference, note that the edge of
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the cowl and %e gas generator is located between 2.375 and 2.5 inches. For both of

these cases, the flow along the nozzle wall (h=1.914 inches) has already undergone a

dramatic expansion due to the rapid increase in flow area. The internal nozzle flow

that was traveling along the cowl wall (h < 2.375) is still at relatively high pressure

relative to the ambient pressure, (h > 2.5). For these operating conditions, the gas

generator operates with an exit pressure that is higher than the expanded cowl base

pressure associated with the gas generator off condition. This higher pressure behind

the cowl tends to keep the internal nozzle pressure higher and delays the expansion of

this flow to the external freestream conditions. This higher pressure then propagates

through the nozzle resulting in a higher pressure distribution on the downstream nozzle

wail.

4.2.1 Gas Generator Mass Flow Effects. The effects of varying the gas

generator mass flow were investigated for the Mach 1.9 and Mach 3.0 flow conditions.

The gas generator throttle was increased from 0% to 200% in 25% increments. For a

fixed geometry gas generator, varying the throttle effectively changes the gas generator

exhaust pressure and mass flow rate. Figure 4-9 presents the effect of varying the gas

generator mass flow rate on the nozzle wall pressure distribution for the Mach 1.9,

NPR=7, TPN 148 case. As the throttle setting is increased, the overall size of the

initial separation bubble increases as indicated by an increase in recompression along

the nozzle wall. In general, increasing the gas generator mass flow rate and exhaust

pressure increases the initial rate of recompression and moves the location of the peak

recompression slightly upstream. The subsequent downstream re-expansion is also
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delayed by the increase in the size of the separation bubble. At the lower mass flow

rates, the effect of an expansion and subsequent recompression can be seen within the

first separation bubble. In general, as the gas generator mass flow is increased, the

effects of the second separation region disappear resulting in a decreased pressure near

the end of the nozzle wall.

The nozzle wall pressures were integrated using Equations 2-44 to calculate the

nozzle wall contribution to thrust. Figure 4-10 presents the effects of varying the gas

generator mass flow in terms of the nozzle wall pressure contributions to thrust. The

thrust values are negative for this configuration indicating there is a net pressure drag

acting on the nozzle wall for this operating condition. This is caused by the dominant

high pressure on the internal 50 degree converging wall. This figure highlights that at

this operating condition, simply placing a gas generator into the cowl wall gives a

larger net effect than varying the mass flow. Increasing mass flow tends to increase

the performance due to the rise in pressure associated with the larger initial

recompression region. Decreasing mass flow does not appear to significantly decrease

the performance at these operating conditions. This is caused by the slight increase in

downstream nozzle wail pressure that occurs when the gas generator is operating at

low throttle setting.

Figures 4-11 and 4-12 show the same information presented above for the

increased Mach and NPR case; Mach 3.0, NPR=16.0, TPN 184. These figures show

the same basic trends that were observed for the Mach 1.9, NPR=7.0, TPN 148 case

described above. Since this case did not have a significant second separation region,

the downstream recompression associated with it did not significantly affect the trends
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at the low throttle settings. Mw change in the intrated premsure thrust contribution

varies nearly linearly with changes in gas generator throttle setting at this operating

condition.

4.2.2 Gas Generator Deflection Angle Effects. The effect of deflecting the

gas generator flow was also investigated for the Mach 1.9 and Mach 3.0 flow

conditions. The gas generator deflection angle was varied from -10 to +10 degrees in

2.5 degree increments. Figure 4-13 shows the effect of deflecting the gas generator

for the Mach 1.9, NPR=7.0, TPN 148 case. The gas generator was held at a constant

100% throttle setting for all of these profiles. The overall trends associated with

deflecting the gas generator flow are quite different than the trends associated with the

change in mass flow. Like the increasing mass flow trends, as the flow is deflected

towards the nozzle wall (negative derlection angle), the rate of recompression increases

and the peak recompression increases and moves upstream. Unlike the increasing

mass flow trends, as the flow is deflected towards the nozzle wall, the initial

recompression occurs much faster and the magnitude of the peak compression is much

larger. The effects of gas generator deflection are primarily limited to the vicinity of

the first separation bubble. The downstream pressure distributions tend to converge to

the same solution calculated for the non deflected gas generator.

Figure 4-14 presents the gas generator deflection angle effects on the nozzle

wall pressure contribution to thrust. Sharp increases in the peak recompression with

deflections towards the wall tend to increasingly improve the pressure contribution to

thrust. Deflections rway from the wall decrease the peak compression and decrease

the performance improvement associated with the gas generator. The performance
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decreases with deflections away from the wall are not as great as the performance

increases associated with deflections towards the wall. This occurs because the

deflections towards the wall increase both the magnitude of the peak compression and

the rate at which the recompression occurs. Deflections away from the wail on the

other hand, tend to decrease the peak magnitude of the recompression but they do not

significantly decrease the rate of initial recompression.

Figures 4-15 and 4-16 show the gas generator deflection angle effects for the

Mach 3.0, NPR=16.0, TPN 184 case. The overall trends are similar to the trends

observed for the Mach 1.9 operating condition. The gas generator deflection effects

are characterized by increases in the magnitude of the peak recompression and the rate

of initial recompression.

4.2.3 Gas Generator Comparison to Nozzle/Cowl Geometry Effects.

Cochran (4) and Hyun (1) evaluated the effects of modifying the cowl edge geometry

for this configuration at these same two operating conditions. An extended cowl and

an extended cowl with + 5 and -5 degree deflections were evaluated experimentaUy by

Cochran and numerically by Hyun. lrigure 4-17 shows the results of Hyun's

numerical analysis compared to the baseline gas generator flow case for the Mach 1.9,

NPR=7.0, TPN 148 case. The basic effect of a cowl wall extension is very similar to

the effect of placing a gas generator into the baseline cowl. Increasing the cowl wail

length increases the overall size of the first separation bubble. Unlike the gas

generator, however, the effect of extending the cowl does not minimize the effects of

the second separation.
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Overall, the basic effects of cowl wall deflections are very similar to gas

generator deflection effects. As the cowl wall extension is deflected towards the wall.

the peak recompression increases and moves upstream. Like a gas generator

deflection, the overall effect of the cowl extension deflection is limited to the first

separation bubble and does not significantly alter the downstream flow.

For the conditions analyzed, the gas generator behaves like an aerodynamic

cowl extension. In general, gas generator mass flow and exhaust pressure increases

can be used to simulate the effects of cowl extensions. Furthermore, gas generator

deflections can be used to simulate the effects of mechanical cowl deflections.

Figure 4-18 compares the available cowl geometry data to the baseline gas

generator flow solution for the Mach 3.0, NPR=-16.0, TPN 184 case. The

experimental and numerical data was only available for the -5 degree deflection

towards the nozzle walL The overall trends are very similar to the previous case

because the gas generator still provides a relatively high pressure boundary between

the internal and external flowfields which acts like an aerodynamic cowl extension.

4.2.4 Nozzle Pressure Ratio Effects. The effect of varying nozzle pressure

ratio was also investigated. Figure 4-19 presents the nozzle pressure ratio effects for

the Mach 1.9 operating conditions. For this case, the nozzle pressure ratio was

investigated at NPR= 3.0, 5.0, 7.0, and 12.0. As the nozzle pressure ratio increases,

the magnitude of the first separation bubble increases because the higher nozzle

exhaust pressure propagates downstream resulting in a delayed expansion and a higher

pressure along the nozzle wall. The rate of recompression is increased and the size of
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the separation bubble is lengthened, resulting in a delayed expansion. The location of

the peak recompression in the first separation bubble tends to remain at a constant

location (3.7 inches downstream). The location of the second separation is affected

dramatically by the operating nozzle pressure ratio. As the nozzle pressure ratio is

increased, the cowl shock angle associated with the initial overexpansion decreases

because the magnitude of the initial overexpansion decreases. This decreased shock

angle moves the location of the shock impingement on the nozzle wall downstream.

Since the second separation is caused by the impingement of the cowl shock on the

nozzle wall boundary layer, the resultant second separation moves downstream. The

flow remains separated from the nozzle wall after the shock impingement and

therefore, it maintains a relatively constant pressure downstream of the separation.

Figure 4-20 shows the Mach 1.9 flow case analyzed with the gas generator

operating at 100% throttle. The gas generator shows the same basic trends througout

the range of nozzle pressure ratio. The magnitude of the first separation bubble is

consistently increased. The gas generator also tends to minimize the second separation

over this range of operating conditions. At the lower nozzle pressure ratios, however,

a second separation does appear. The location of the second separation is typically

determined by the magnitude of the recompression shock wave formed off the edge of

the cowl wall. With the gas generator operating, the overexpansion past the cowl wall

and its associated shock wave is eliminated. The delayed second separation region

which appears at the low nozzle pressure ratio operating conditions is not caused by a

cowl wall recompression shock, rather it is formed by the impingement of a reflected

shock. The shock wave generated by the recompression of the first separation bubble
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is reflected off the gas generator stream boundary and it impinges the nozzle wall at

the far downstream locations for the low nozzle pressure ratio cases. For the higher

nozzle pressure ratio cases, the internal nozzle flow expands to higher Mach numbers

and therefore, the internal and reflected shocks are more oblique. Subsequently, the

reflected shock does not impinge on the nozzle wall for these operating conditions.

Figures 4-21 and 4-22 show the same basic information for the Mach 3.0

freestream. flow conditions. For this analysis, the nozzle pressure ratio was evaluated

at NPR = 5.0, 7.0, 9.0, 12.0, and 16.0. The overall nozzle pressure ratio trends are

very similar to the Mach 1.9 flow trends. Since the freestream Mach was increased

from 1.9 to 3.0, the overall cowl shock angle decreased, moving the second separation

downstream. In addition, the overall effects of nozzle pressure ratio on the first

separation bubble were not as severe as they were for the Mach 1.9 cases. Like the

Mach 1.9 case, increasing the nozzle pressure ratio increased the magnitude of the first

separation bubble.

The nozzle pressure ratio effects are presented in terms of the integrated

pressure contribution to thrust in Figure 4-23. The overall magnitude of the integrated

thrust tends to increase linearly with increases in nozzle pressure ratio.

For a given nozzle pressure ratio, the magnitude of the forces are much greater

for the Mach 1.9 case than for the Mach 3.0 case. This occurs because the dominant

contribution to nozzle wall pressure thrust is the high pressure acting on the internal

50 degree compression ramp. The internal nozzle pressure was significantly higher for

the Mach 1.9 cases than it was for the Mach 3.0 cases and therefore, the magnitude of

the overall nozzle wall pressure thrust is much larger for the Mach 1.9 case.
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The magnitude of the gas generator contribution to thrust and lift increases

with nozzle pressure ratio due to the increase in the size of the fist separation bubble

with increasing nozzle pressure ratio. Figures 4-24 presents the nozzle pressure ratio

effects in terms of the percent improvement in nozzle wall pressure thrust developed

by operating the gas generator at 100% throttle. Although the magnitude of the

pressure contributions to thrust increased with increasing nozzle pressure ratio, the

percent improvement decreased. The much larger overall increase in magnitude

associated with increasing the nozzle pressure ratio overwhelmed the much smaller

improvements associated with the gas generator flow. For these reasons, the net

effects of the gas generator on the nozzle wall pressure recovery are much more

significant at the lower nozzle pressure ratio, off-design operating conditions.
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Figure 4-5 Gas Generator Effects, Mach 1.9, NPR=7.0
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Figure 4-6 Gas Generator Effects, Mach 3.0, NPR=16.0
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Gas Generator Mass Flow Effects
0• Mach 1.9, NPR=7.0
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Figure 4-9 Gas Generator Mass Flow Effects, Mach 1.9, NPR=7.0 ozlWalPesr
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Figure 4-10 Gas Generator Mass Flow Effects, Mach 1.9, NPR=7.0 Nozzle Wall Pressure
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Figure 4-11 Gas Generator Mass Flow Effects, Mach 3.0, NPR=16.0 Nozzle Wall
Pressure Distribution, No GOs Generator Deflection
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Figure 4-12 Gas Generator Mass Flow Effects, Mach 3.0, NPR=16.0 Nozzle Wall
Pressure Thrust, No Gas Generator Deflection
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Figure 4-13 Gas Generator Deflection Effects, Mach 1.9, NPR=7.0 Nozzle Wail Pressure
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Figure 4-14 Gas Generator Deflection Effects, Mach 1.9, NPR=7.0 Nozzle Wall Pressure
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Gas Generator Deflection Effects
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Figure 4-16 Gas Generator Deflection Effects, Mach 3.0, NPR= 16.0 Nozzle Wall
Pressure Thrust
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Nozzle Pressure Ratio Effects
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Figure 4-23 Nozzle Pressure Ratio Effects, Nozzle Wall Pressure Thrust
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Figure 4-24 Nozzle Pressure Ratio Effects, Percent Change in Thrust
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4.3 Application of a Cowl Gas Generator Flow to a Generic Hypersonic Vebide

Configuration Over a Typical On-Design Trajectory

The generic hypersonic nozzle/cowl geometry presented in Figure 1-4 was

evaluated with and without the gas generator over a typical trajectory. The gas

generator mass flow and deflection angle effects were analyzed at four design

trajectory points; Mach 10, 15, 20, and 25.

The baseline nozzle wall pressure distributions for all four trajectory points

with the gas generator off are presented in Fgure 4-25. For each of these cases, the

flow is initially very underexpanded. As the flow exits the combustor, it undergoes a

dramatic expansion to nearly ambient conditions. As the trajectory Mach number

increases, the initial expansion becomes more severe. For the Mach 20 and 25

trajectory points, the flow initially overexpands past the ambient pressure. All of the

flows are characterized by a small but steep recompression immediately following the

initial expansion due to a very small initial flow separation just downstream of the

throat. The rapid increase in area caused by circular arc transition from the combustor

exit to the nozzle wall creates an initial separation region followed by an almost

immediate reattachment of the flow just downstream of the combustor exit. This flow

separation has a negligible effect on the overall nozzle performance. The majority of

the nozzle wall pressure distribution is dominated by the nozzle wall curvature.

At the Mach 10 trajectory point, a very significant recompression takes place

along the initial curvature of the nozzle wall. As the trajectory Mach number

increases, the magnitude of the recompression associated with the nozzle wall

curvature decreases but the length over which the recompression occurs increases.
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The location of the peak recompression also moves downstream as the trajectory Mach

is increased. This occurs because the combustor exit pressure is relatively high and

the combustor exit Mach number is relatively low for the lower speed trajectory

points. As the trajectory Mach number increases, the combustor exit Mach number

increases and the combustor exit pressure decreases significantly. Therefore, the flow

entering this fixed geometry nozzle is already significantly expanded for the high

Mach number trajectory points. For these reasons, a strong recompression associated

with the high pressure exit conditions is not evident for the high Mach number

trajectory points.

For the Mach 25 case the magnitude of the recompression is very small. The

Mach 25 trajectory flow exiting the combustor initially overexpands slightly and then

immediately r to nearly ambient pressure just downstream of the

combustor exit. A relatively weak recompression does eventually occur and it causes

an increase in pressure along a fairly large portion of the nozzle wall.

For the Mach 10 trajectory point, the re-expansion past the initial

recompression is fairly steep and the flow eventually ends up being slightly

overexpanded at the end of the nozzle wall. Although the magnitude of the

recompression decreases as the trajectory Mach number increases, the delayed re-

expansion causes a slight increase in pressure along the downstream portion of the

nozzle wall. The flow even becomes underexpanded at the end of the nozzle wall for

the higher Mach number trajectory points.

Appendix C presents the pressure and Mach number contours for this nozzle

operating over the four design trajectory points with the gas generator operating at
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100% throttle with no deflection and operating with the gas generator off. Figures C-9

and C-10 present the pressure and Mach number contours for the Mach 10 trajectory

point with the gas genaator off. The dominance of the internal nozzle flow by the

tremendous initial expansion can be seen as evidenced by the dramatic decrease in the

flowfield pressure just downstream of the combustor exit. In addition, the external

plume shocks, the plume flow boundaries, and the internal shocks can be seen.

Figures C-l and C-12 show the same case with the gas generator operating at 100%

throttle with no deflection. The slight interaction of the flow structures with the gas

generator flow can now be seen as evidenced by the elimination of the internal flow

shock attached to the end of the cowl when the gas generator is on. With the gas

generator operating at 100%, the internal nozzle pressure distribution decreases slightly

due to the elimination of this shock. The nozzle wall pressure does not change in the

upstream region near the initial recompression and the nozzle wall pressure actually

decreases slightly at the downstream locations.

With the gas generator off, a very strong pressure rise occurs in the region

behind the blunt trailing edge of the cowl. The flow initially undergoes a dramatic

expansion as it turns around the shaop corners of the blunt cowl. As the internal and

external flows meet, they are then turned back downstream through a recompression

shock. The recompression shock is evidenced by a region of increased pressure just

downstream of the cowl in Figures C-9, C-13, C-17, and C-21 for the Mach 10, 15,

20, and 25 trajectory points respectively. The magnitude of this recompression

increases with increased trajectory Mach number. This relatively high pressure affects

both sides of the flow just downstream of the cowl. For the external flow, this
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increase in pressure results in a strepgthening of the external plume shock attached to

the external cowl wall. For the intenal nozzle flow, this pressure rise propagates

downstream and eventually results in a slightly increased nozzle wall pressure.

With the gas generator operating at 100%, the slight changes in the flow profile

behind the cowl blunt trailing edge can be seen. For these cases, the gas generator

exhaust pressure at the end of the cowl is much lower than the pressure rise associated

with the recompression shock for the gas generator off cases. The decrease in

pressure results in a weaker external flow plume shock and an elimination of the

internal flow shock near the end of the cowl. This is evidenced by a relative decrease

in pressure just downstream of the cowl in Figure C-I 1, C-15, C-19, and C-23 for the

Mach 10, 15, 20, and 25 trajectory points respectively. This re,-tive decrease in

internal pressure shows up as a slight decrease in the downstream nozzle wall

pressure.

An appreciation of the magnitude of these gas generator effects can be gained

by investigating the flow profile just downstream of the gas generator. Figures 4-26

through 4-29 present the pressure disatbution at a constant axial location, indicated by

index "I", just downstream of the cowl blunt edge for the Mach 10, 15, 20, and 25

trajectory points respectively. A constant I location of 52, coresponding to an

approximate downstream location of 10.19 inches, was used to generate these profiles.

Note that the cowl edge falls between h=l.0 inch and h=1.25 inches. The internal

nozzle flow is the region h<1.0 inch and the external plume/freestream flow is the

region h>1.25 inches. For reference, note that the nozzle wall is located at h=-3.903
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inches. For all of these flow cases, the internal nozzle flow has already undergone a

significant initial expansion.

For the higher Mach 20 and 25 trajectory points, the internal nozzle flow is

highly expanded across the entire nozzle at this location. For the lower Mach 10 and

15 trajectory points, the flow is still highly expanded but the flow along the nozzle

wall is dominated by the nozzle wall curvature recompression. The internal nozzle

flow along the upper cowl wall remains expanded despite the large pressure rec*

along the nozzle wall.

With the gas generator off, the region just downstream of the cowl wall

experiences a sharp rise in pressure. The pressure behind the blunt wall is actually

higher than the gas generator exhaust pressure for all four trajectory points. As would

be expected, the magnitude of this pressure inse increases significantly with the

increase in operating Mach number. The internal flow recompression shock shows up

as a large spike near the inner lip of the cowl at approximately 1.0 inches. The

weaker external flow recompression shock shows up as a smaller spike near the outer

edge of the cowl. Figures 4-26 through 4-29 show that the magnitude of these

e esios increase with increasing trajectory Mach number.

With the gas generator on, the internal flow expansion along the cowl wall

results in a pressure that is almost identical to the gas generator exhaust pressure for

the Mach 10 trajectory point. As the operating Mach is increased, the internal nozzle

pressure along the cowl wall increases. For the higher Mach 15, 20, and 25 trajectory

points, the gas generator exhaust pressure is actually lower than the internal nozzle

pressure and the internal nozzle flow expands out into this region. The increased
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expansion from the internal nozzle flow to the external nozzle flow shows up u a

slight decrease in nozzle wall pressure as the effects propagate downstream.

4.3,1 Gas Generator Mss Flow Effects. Figure 4-30 shows the effects of the

gas generator on the nozzle wall pressure recovery for the Mach 10 trajectory point.

The change in pressure distribution associated with the gas generator is relatively

small. The net effects are limited to small pressure changes at the downstream

locations with virtually no change in pressure along the first 25 percent of the nozzle

wall. For a fixed gas generator geometry, the gas generator exhaust pressure increases

with increased throttle setting. The gas generator exit pressure is high enough to cause

an increase in downstream nozzle wall pressu relative to the gas generator off case

only when the gas generator is operating at the 150% and 200% throttle settings.

Figure 4-31 shows the magnitude of integraed pressure contribution to thnrst

along the nozzle wal. The nozzle performance increases slightly with increasing mass

flow due to the downstream propagation of the higher gas generator exhaust pressure.

The overall performance is only better than the baseline gas generator off performance

for the highest throttle settings.

Figures 4-32, 4-34, and 4-36 show the gas generator mass flow effects on

nozzle wall pressure distribution for the higher Mach number trajectory points.

Similarly, Figures 4-33, 4-35, and 4-37 show the effects of gas generator mass flow

changes on the integrated nozzle wall pressure contribution to thrust for the higher

Mach 15, 20, and 25 trajectory points respectively. TMe overall trends associated with

the gas generator are the same for each case; as the gas generator mass flow is
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increased, the nozzle wall pressure recovery and subsequent performance

slightly. Since the nozzle internal pressure along the cowl wall increases with

trajectory Mach number, and the gas generator exit pressure is fixed for a given

throttle setting, the gas generator contribution to nozzle wall performance decreases

with increasing trajectory Mach number.

4.3.2 Gas Generator Deflection Angle Effects. Figure 4-38 shows the effects

of deflecting the gas generator for the Mach 10 trajectory point. Deflecting the gas

generator towards the nozzle wall causes a fairly significant increase in pressure,

especially at the very large deflection angles. A 20 degree deflection towards the wall

actually causes a small second separation bubble to form. This is caused by the

impingemnent of the shock generated by the intMaction of the internal nozzle flow with

the sharp inward deflection of the Pas generato flow. The effect of deflecting the gas

generator away from the wall is very small and the net effect moves further

downstream.

Figure 4-39 shows the magni*ude of integrated pressure contribution to thrust

along the nozzle wall. The nozzle performance incases significantly with deflections

towards the wall due to the development of the small downstream separation bubble.

As the gas generato is deflected away from the wall, only a small additional penalty

is paid for the increased expansion near the end of the cowl.

Figures 4-40, 4-42, and 4-44 show the gas generator deflection effects on

nozzle wall pressure distribution for the higher Mach number trajectory points.

Similarly, Figures 4-41, 4-43, and 4-45 show the effect of gas generator deflections on
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the integrated nozzle wall preure contribution to thrust for the higher Mach 15, 20.

and 25 trajectory points respectively. TMe overall trends associated with the ga

generar deflections ar the simila for each cas. For the same reasons discussed

above, the overall gas generator contribution to nozzle wall performance decreases

with increasig trajectory Mach number.

4.3.3 Trajectory Perfornance Analysis. The trends discussed in previous

sections need to be put into perspective. This section presents the nozzle wall pressure

contributions to thrust and lift relative to the net forces acting on the generic

nozzle/cowl afterbody. The nozzle wall pressure contribution to thrust and lift were

calculated using Equations 2-44 and 2-45.

Figure 4-46 presents the gas generator mas flow effects and Figure 4-47

presents the gas generator deflection angle effects in terms of the percent chang in

the pressure contribution to the nozzle wall lift Except far the high mass flow

conditions and the lage inward deflection angle cases, the gas generator results in a

fairly significant decrease in the overall nozzle wall pressure contribution to lift. Te

overall trends are the same as discussed in the previous two sections.

The gas generator also has a direct force contribution to lift when it is

deflected. This contribution must be accounted for to assess the net effect of gas

generator deflections on the complete nozzle/cowl afterbody lift Figure 4-48 shows

the percent change in net lift due to both the nozzle wall pressure contribution and the

direct gas generator deflection contribution to lift. Although gas generator deflections

towards the wall increase the nozzle wall pressure contribution to lift, the deflections
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towards die wall impart a direct thrust contribution opposing ift. The decrease in lift

due to the deflected thrust component more than cancel out the increased nozzle wall

pressure lift. The net lift forces increase dramatically with deflections away from the

wall because the direct lift term associated with the gas generator deflection is not

opposed by a very significant decrease in nozzle wall pressure lift

Figure 4-49 presents the gas generator mass flow effects with no gas generator

deflection in terms of the percent changes that the nozzle wall pressure contributions

have on the net nozzle/cowl afterbody thrust. The ovraall magnitude of the gas

generator effects on dhe nozzle wall pressure thrust are very small compared to the

total thrust For the worst case Mach 25 trajectory point, the net decrease in thrust is

less than 0.19 percent of the total thrust.

Figure 4-50 presents the gas generator mass flow effects with no gas generator

deflection in terms of percent increa in net thrust due to both the nozzle wall

pressure contribution and the direct gas generator contributions to thrust. The effect of

the gas generator direct thrust contribution to total thrust is nearly 2 ordka of

magnitude nea"er than the nozzle wall pressu change contributions to total thrust.

Figur 4-51 presents the gas generator deflection effects with the gas generator

opratn at 100% throttle in terms of the percent changes that the nozzle wall

pressure contributions have on the net nozzle/cowl afterbody thrust. Again, for the

beat coe Mach 10 trajectory point, the net increase in thrust is less than 0.26 percent

of the total thrust

Figure 4-52 presents the gas generator deflection effects with the gas generator

operating at 100% throttle in terms of percent increase in net thrust due to both the
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nozzle wall pressure contribution and the direct gas geaerator contributions to thrust.

Again, the effect of the gas generator direct thrust contribution igifatly dominates

the nozzle wall pressure change contributions to total thrust. Obviously, the direct gas

generator contribution to thrust decreases with deflections in either direction. The

direct gas generator thrust more than compensates for any relative losses or gains

associated with the pressure changes on the nozzle wall.
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Figure 4-30 Gas Generator Mas Flow Effects, Mach 10 Nozzle Wall Pressure
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Figure 4-31 Gas Generator Mass Flow Effects, Mach 10 Nozzle Wall Pressure Thrust,
No Gas Generator Deflection
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Gas Generator Mass Flow Effects, Mack 15
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Figure 4-33 Gas Generator Mass Flow Effects, Mach 15 Nozzle Wail Pressure Thrust,
No Gas Generator Deflection
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On Generator Mass Flow Effects, Mach 20
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Figure 4-35 Gas Generator Mass Flow Effects, Mach 20 Nozzle Wall Pressure Thrust,
No Gas Generator Deflection
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Gas Geneaor Mass Flow Effects, Mach 25
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Figure 4-37 Gas Generator Mass Flow Effects, Mach 25 Nozzle Wall Pressure Thrust,
No Gas Generator Deflection
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Gas Generator Deflection Effect, Mach 10
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Figure 4-39 Gas Generator Deflection Effects, Mach 10 Nozzle Wall Pressure Thrust
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Gas Generator Deflection Effects, Mach 15
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Figure 4-41 Gas Generato Deflection effects, Mach 15 Nozzle Wall Pressure Thrust
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Gas Generator Deflection Effects, Mach 20
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Summary

The proposed improved cowl concept was evaluated for two hypersonic vehicle

nozzle/cowl afterbody configurations. The effect of inserting a gas generator into the

cowl trailing edge was investigated numerically using an experimentally validated

finite volume computational code developed by Wright Laboratory. The two

dimensional Navier-Stokes equations were solved assuming laminar flow and a perfect

gas equation of state using two flux-split methods. The flowfields were solved using a

combination of the explicit formulations of the Van Leer flux-vector splitting and the

Roe flux-difference splitting algorithms. The effects of gas generator mass flow

increases and thrust vector deflection angles were evaluated in terms of the pressure

distribution on the nozzle wall and its effect on overall nozzle performance.

The experimentally evaluated hypersonic nozzle/cowl configuration was

analyzed over a range of nozzle pressure ratios for two supersonic off-design Mach

numbers. The flowfields were dominated by the initial expansion of the nozzle flew.

The extent of the pressure recovery along the nozzle wall was affected by the size and

location of the separation regions. Mach number, nozzle pressure ratio, and gas

generator throttle setting all had a significant impact on the location and size of the

separation regions.

The trends associated with inserting a gas generator into the generic

nozzle/cowl afterbody configuration on the high Mach, on-design trajectory were not
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as significant as they were for the experimentally validated off-design configuration.

For the generic nozzle confgrtion, the flow was also dominated by the very

dramatic initial expansion. Gas generator effects on the nozzle wail pressure recovery

were limited to small changes in nozzle wall pressure at the downstream locations.

For a majority of the operating envelope, the gas generator actually caused a slight

decrease in nozzle wall pressure recovery.

5.2 Condusions

For the experimental off-design configuration, inserting the gas generator into

the end of the cowl increased the pressure through the first separation bubble resulting

in a higher pressure recovery along the nozzle. rhe high pressure boundary created by

the gas generator exhaust delayed the internal nozzle flow expansion resulting in a

higher overall nozzle wall pressure distribution. Purthermore, the presence of the gas

generator tended to minimize the internal nozzle shock attached to the cowl which

eliminated the second separation region associated with the low speed, low nozzle

pressure ratio off-design flow conditions.

For the experimental off-design configuration, the gas generator throttle setting

had a significant impact on the overall nozzle wall pressure recovery. The primary

variable affecting the nozzle internal flow was the high pressure boundary created by

the gas generator. As the gas generator throttle setting inacrased, both the gas

generator mass flow and exhaust pressure increased. The higher gas generator exhaust

pressure resulted in a significantly higher nozzle wall pressure recovery near the first

separation bubble.
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P-r the the as generator deflectio effc were

also significant. dlections towards the wall dramatically increased the nozzle wall

pressure recovery while deflections away from the wall only caused relatively small

losses. Most of the effocts of gas generator deflections were isolated to the upstream

locations near the first separation bubble. Gas generator deflections had very little

impact on the downstream nozzle wall pressure recovery.

The comparison of gas generator effects to nozzle cowl geometry chang

effects was promising. The gas generator effectively acts as an aerodynamic cowl

extension. The results associated with the addition of the gas generator were very

simila to the effects of increasing the length of the cowl. Deflections of the cowl

extension effects also follow the same trends associated with the gas generat

deflections. An integrated cowl gas generator has the potential of saving overall

weight due to a decrease in required cowl length.

For the generic nozzle cowl configuration analyzed over a typical trajectory,

the effects of the gas generator on nozzle wall pressure recovery were not very

significant in terms of overall nozzle performance. The small changes in nozzle wall

pressure recovery were primarily a result of the propagation of pressure differences

behind the blunt cowl to the nozzle wall downstream locations. When the gas

generator was turned off, the recompression shock behind the blunt trailing edge of the

cowl caused a very large pressure rise in this region. Although this pressure rise

associated with the blunt cowl increased the downstream nozzle wall pressure recovery

slightly, it generated a stronger external flow shock resulting in increased plume drag.

For the generic nozzle/cowl configuration, the overall effects of the gas
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generator on nozzle wall pressure recovery were secondary to the net effects of the gas

generator on overall nozzle performance. As opposed to fe nozzle wall pressure

recovery changes, the direct thrust and lift terms associaled with the gas generator

momentum flux contributed significantly to the overall nozzle performance.

The potential benefits for inserting a as gnerator into the cowl of a

hypersonic vehicle were demonstrated for both configurations over a wide range of

off-design and on-design operating conditions. For the low speed off-design cues, the

gas generator made a significant contribution to overall nozzle wall pressure recovery.

As proposed, the gas generator demonstrated the potential to act as an aerodynamic

cowl extension.

Although the gas generator effects on nozzle wall pressure recovery were

minimfal for the generic nozzle operating at the high Mach number on-design trajectory

points, the gas generator effects on the overall integrated nozzle/cowlg/as generator

performance were significant. In particular, the direct thrust term associated with the

gas Senerator contributes significantly to overall performance. The offset location of

the gas generator also provides the potential to make a significant contribution to

overall vehicle stability and control moment control. Direct moment control could be

achieved through any desired combination of gas generatr deflections and gas

generator mass flow settings. This direct moment control has the potential to reduce

the tremendous trim drag penalties associated with conventional control surface

deflections typically required for flight vehicles operating at hypersonic speeds.
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5.3 Recmmumndatllou

Purther investigation of the improved cowl concept is warranted. The bi t

limitation of the present investigation was that it was limited to an investgation of

two-dimensional effects. To pin a thorough understanding of the complex flowfield,

a full three dimensional model should be evaluated. Ideally, a three dimensional

hypersonic vehicle afterbody point design would be evaluated over an optimized

trajectory using a realistic cowl-integrated S generator.

Short of a full three-dimensional analysis, further refinements to the two-

dimensional approach would be beneficial. The incorporation of turbulence into the

Wright Laboratory code would help overcome some of the enors associated with the

exact shape of the first separation bubble Additional modification that would add

realism to the code for the high speed, high temperature flows would be the

incoporation of chemically dissimilr flowfields with flowfield mixing or the possible

incorpotion of chemical reactions into the code.

Additional variations on the improved cowl concept should also be explored.

Since the su generator performance is highly dependent on the extent of the internal

flow expansion along cowl wail, the on-design, high Mach number performance of a

gas generator concept should be evaluated using more realistic nozzle coato

and trajectories.

Finally, a trade study should be done to determine the benefits associated with

increasing the gas generator exhaust pressure at the expense of a decrease in exit

momentum. Thi could easily be accomplished by parametrically decreasing the gas

generator nozzle expansion ratio.
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Appendix A: Code Inputs

This appendix contains a sample input file and a desciption of the inputs for

the Wright Laboratory computation fluid dynamics code used in this research. The

inputs can be broken down into several categories; algorithm control parameters,

geometric parameters, flowfield initial conditions, and basic solution control

parameters. The most significant parameters are highlighted in the following tables.

Table A-i Alrithm, Control Parameters

ISWVL Solution method; Van Leer (3), Roe (4)

NEND Number of iterations

INS Flow model; Euler (0), Navier-Stokes (1)

C7LMAX Maximum allowable CPL

CFL Initial CFL used to start solution

CFLEXP Number of iterations before CFL doubles

ICPL Number of iterations between CFL increases

IMPLT Numerical formulation; Explicit (0), Implicit (1)

Table A-2 Geometric Parameters

L, JL Grid dimensions in t and q respectively

INS 1, INS2 Grid location defining cowl edge t location

JNS1, JNS2 Grid location defining cowl ed 1q location
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Table A-3 Plowfleld Conditiomn

IADBWL Adiabatic wall (0) or constant temperature wall (1) BC

TWALL Wall temperature

ALPHA Freestream angle of attak

RM Preesuream Mach number

REL Freestream Reynolds number per foot

TMW Freestream static temperature

GASCONSTANTEXT Freesavem gas constant R

GAMMAEXT Frees•reamn y

AINALPHA Internal flow angle of attack

RUNM Intrnal flow Mach number

RINEBL Internal flow Reynolds number per foot

TINN Internal flow static tempeate

GASCONSTANTIN Internal flow gas constant i

GAMMAIN Internal flow T

AGGALPHA Gas genmator thrust vector deflection

RGGM Gas generator Mach number

RGGEL Gas generator Reynolds number per foot

ITGIO Ga ga eator static tempetre

GASCONSTOG Gas generator gas constant R

GAMMAGG Gas generator y

Table A-4 Basic Control Parameters

MRBAD Deadstart (0) or Restart (1)

IGRID Grid Format

IP3DOP PIot3D output file format

MODPR Iterations between printing convergence data
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The Woiowin~g ample input file represents the Mach 15 flow condition with the

gas geverata operating at 100% throttle with no deflecton.

culdat
IL, JL, INKTRC
102 72 0

NEND
2000

ICit, CFLEXP. CFLMAX, CFL
5 1 0.9 0.01

IREST, CFCRHO, CFCEI, CFLPEN, CEXPPEN, INOFRZ
1 9.00 5.00 1 1 1

INPLT, ILCTST, ISNYL, ILMTR, OM4EGA, DELTEP, DELTIL, ZEUTH. INS, NSWPS
0 1 4 2 1 1.E-10 0.5 2 1 2

IADBWL, ICASE, TWALL, ALPHA, RMINF, REL, RL, TINF, IGRID
0 2 2000.00 0. 9.5347 7.372OR5 1.0 1113.21 2

IREAD, IP3DOP, DGBUG, MOOPR, NRST, IFMRTI, IFMRTO, IINT1
1 2 0 10 0 1 1 1

INS1, INS2, JNS1, JNS2
1 52 37 46

TINNALL, AINLPHA, RININIF, RINEL, RINL, TINIUF rGRID
2000.00 0.0 3.4445 2.8701Z6 1.0 5511.96 2

AggLPHA, RggMINF, RqgEL, RqqL, TqgINF, GASCONSTqq, GAMU11gg
0. 4.680 0.75723R6 1.0 2158.29 3508.98 1.26059

GASCONSTia GANKIRi GASCONSText QVIMAort
2257.34 1.25 1727.62 1.35
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Appendix B: Code Parafellzatlon

This appendix contains an example of parallel processing techniques applied to

the solution of a generic nozzle/cowl flowfield at the Mach 15 design condition with a

gas generator operating at 100% throttle (Section 3.2). For this example, 1000 Roe

iterations were completed. An example of the code modifications are presented for

subroutine Lf

B.1 Profile of Non P*arlelized Code

"This section contains the execution profile of the original code without any

paralldizaton. This output was used to identify the subroutines that consumed the

most CPU time and were therefore the best candidates for paralleization. Subroutines

LJITRI, LMMTR, FSIROE, F&IROE, VISEUL, VJSEUL, and L were chosen for

parallelization based on this breakdown.

Profile listing generated Fri Jan 14 08:07:28 1994 with:
prof -pixie -quit 1% -clock 25 nozzle.exe

* -pirocedures) using basic-block counts;
* sorted in descending order by the number of cycles executed in each *
* procedure; unexecuted procedures are excluded *

130230207604 cycles (5209.2033 seconds at 25.00 megahertz)

cycles %cycles cuim % seconds cycles bytes procedure (file)
/call /line

17962368802 13.79 13.79 718.4948 89812 93 lmtrj_ (LMTRJ.f)
17844680000 13.70 27.50 713.7872 127462 41 fsiroe (FSIROE.f)
17517206720 13.45 40.95 700.6883 125123 90 lmtri--(LMTRI.f)
17186000000 13.20 54.14 687.4400 85930 40 fsjroe_ (FSJROE.f)
16364936000 12.57 66.71 654.5974 16364936 56 1 (L.f)
10690460000 8.36 75.07 435.6184 77789 80 viseul_ (VISEUL.f)
10375555374 7.97 83.04 415.0222 42 6 sqrtf (sqrtf.s)
9522240000 7.31 90.35 380.8896 21 23 rsign (rsign.c)
8616600000 6.62 96.97 344.6640 43083 62 vjseul (VJSEUL.f)
1776125600 1.36 98.33 71.0450 1776126 57 estdt_ (ESTDT.f)

----:--ro-.--------------------------..................................--.-......
*-p~rocedures] using invocation counts;

* sorted in descending order by number of calls per procedure; *
unexecuted procedures are excluded *

787998451 invocations total

calls %calls cum% bytes procedure (file)
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453440000 57.54 57.54 112 r sign (r sign.c)
247031108 31.35 88.89 248 sjrtf (8qrtf.s)

84420000 10.71 99.61 64 cvmgp_ (CVMGP.f)

* -h(eavy] using basic-block counts; *
* sorted in descending order by the number of cycles executed in each *
* line; unexecuted lines are excluded *

procedure (file) line bytes cycles % cum %

r sign (rsign.c) 11 52 4967840000 3.63 3.83
r sign (r sign.c) 10 44 3627520000 2.79 6.62
1 (L.f) 83 232 3248000000 2.49 9.11
lmtrj_ (LMTRJ.f) 106 344 2435194846 1.87 10.98
1mtrit (LMTRI.f) 105 344 2425980342 1.86 12.84
1 (L.f) 39 168 2352000000 1.81 14.65
lmtrj_ (LMTRJ.f) 91 284 1995181060 1.53 16.18
lmtrj_ (LMTRJ.f) 98 272 1907973495 1.47 17.65
lmtrj_ (LMTRJ.f) 94 272 1902484691 1.46 19.11
lmtri_ (LMTRI.f) 88 232 1618924982 1.24 20.35
lmt ri_ (LMTRI.f) 96 208 1449538271 1.11 21.46
lmtri_ (LMTRI.f) 92 208 1442205804 1.11 22.57
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B3 Profile of Pandelized Code

This section contains the execution profile for the parailelized code. CPU

usage is broken down for the four processors used on the Silicon Graphics 4D1240

machine.

Processor number 1:

Profile listing generated Mon Feb 14 14:16:04 1994 with:
prof -pixie -quit I% -clock 25 nozzle.exe nozzle.exe.Addrs nozzle.exe.Countsl2635

* -plroceduresl using basic-block counts; *

• sorted in descending order by the number of cycles executed in each •
• procedure; unexecuted procedures are excluded *

50776235815 cycles (2031.0494 seconds at 25.00 megahertz)

cycles %cycles cum % seconds cycles bytes procedure (file)
/call /line

9191735840 18.10 18.10 367.6694 45959 2812 _lmtrj 151 aaad_ (LMTRJ.f)
8835036657 17.40 35.50 353.4015 63108 406 latri 148 aaad- (LMTRI.f)
4761120000 9.38 44.88 190.4448 21 23 r sign-(r iign.c)
3336355374 6.57 51.45 133.4542 42 6 sqrtf (sqrtf.s)
2955960000 5.82 57.27 118.2384 21114 3392 _fsiroe_90_aaac (FSIROE.f)
2920260000 5.75 63.02 116.8104 803 1620 _viseul_54_aaaa (VISEUL.f)
2867600000 5.65 68.67 114.7040 14338 3332 -fsjroe_89_aaac_ (FSJROE.f)
2268000000 4.47 73.14 90.7200 630 373 _vjaeul_57_aaaa_ (VJSEUL.f)
1776125600 3.50 76.63 71.0450 1776126 57 estdt_ (ESTDT.f)
1433600000 2.82 79.46 57.3440 28672 1804 1 227 aaae (L.f)
1412880000 2.78 82.24 56.5152 5046 912 fsiroe_64_aaab_ (FSIROE.f)
1335021836 2.63 84.87 53.4009 1299 24
mpmaster wait for interleaved loop completion (mp.c)
1321600000 2.60 87.47 52.8640 3304 868 _fsjroe 63 aaab (FSJROE.f)
1162771203 2.29 89.76 46.5108 855 16 _mpaimpleached (mpasimple.s)
1109400000 2.18 91.95 44.3760 5547 1716 1 149 aaab_ (L.f)

881160000 1.74 93.68 35.2464 6294 1460 1 87 aaaa (L.f)
744285429 1.47 95.15 29.7714 744286 45 rest (REST.f)
715600000 1.41 96.56 28.6240 14312 944 1_252_aaaf_ (L.f)

• -p[roceduresj using invocation counts; •
• sorted in descending order by number of calls per procedure; *
• unexecuted procedures are excluded

353941539 invocations total

calls %calls cum% bytes procedure (file)

226720000 64.06 64.06 112 r sign (rsign.c)
79437108 22.44 86.50 248 sqrtf (sqrtf.s)
21720000 6.14 92.64 64 cvmqp (CVMGP.f)
8024000 2.27 94.90 48 __p call (aux.s)
3640000 1.03 95.93 3240 _viseul_54 aaaa (VISEUL.f)
3600000 1.02 96.95 2608 -vjseuls57 aaaa_ (VJSEUL.f)

"• -h[eavy] using basic-block counts; •
"* sorted in descending order by the number of cycles executed in each •
"• line; unexecuted lines are excluded •

procedure (file) line bytes cycles % cum %

lmtrj_151_aaad_ (LMTRJ.f) ? 2812 9191735840 18.10 18.10
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lmtri 14S &&ad (LUTRZ.f) 54 2780 8335036657 17.40 35.50
-fsirc_90--aaac_ (ISIROM.f) ? 3392 2955960000 5.82 41.32

tfsjro.-89-aaac, (-PSJROZ.f) ? 3332 2861600000 5.65 46.97
_viseul_54_assa_ (VISSUL.f) ? 3104 2796500000 5.51 52.48
rasiqn (r siqn.c) 11 52 2493920000 4.91 57.39
v)]Seul_5'_aaaa_ (VJSEUL.f) ? 2240 1936800000 3.81 61.20

r sign (r siqn.c) 10 44 1813760000 3.57 64.78
T 227 aaae (L.f) ? 1804 1433600000 2.82 67.60

_fairoe_64_aaab (FSIROE.f) ? 912 1412880000 2.78 70.38
-fsjroe_63 aaab- (FSJROE.f) ? 868 1321600000 2.60 72.99
mp master wait ]bor interleaved loop completion (mp.c) 691 40 1311377836 2.58
75.57

1 149 aaab (L.f) ? 1776 1109400000 2.18 77.75
-1 87 iaaa- (L.f) ? 1460 881160000 1.74 79.49

1252_aasaf (L.f) ? 944 715600000 1.41 80.90
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Proxuo number 2:

Profile listing generated Mon Feb 14 14:16:17 1994 with:
prof -pixie -quit It -clock 25 nozzle.exe nozzlo.exo.Addrs nozzle.exo.Counts12636

-pirocedures) using basic-block counts;
* sorted in descending order by the number of cycles executed in each *

* procedure; unexecuted procedures are excluded *

47605084663 cycles (1904.2034 smeonds at 25.00 megahertz)

cycles %cycles cum t seconds cycles bytes procedure (file)
/call /line

9201032962 19.33 19.33 369.0413 46006 2812 _lmtrj_151_aaad_ (LMTRJ.f)
8863339687 19.62 37.95 354.5336 63310 406 _lmtri 148 aaad_ (LMTRI.f)
4761120000 10.00 47.95 190.4448 21 23 r_sign (rsign.c)
3626888840 7.62 55.57 145.0756 1519 688 __mp_slavewaitfor work (mpslave.s)
2867600000 6.02 61.59 114.7040 14338 3332 fsjroe 89 aaac_ (FSJROE.f)
2842420000 5.97 67.56 113.6968 20303 3392 fsiroe 90_aaac_ (FSIROE.f)
2807000000 5.90 73.46 112.2800 802 1620 viseul_54_aaaa (VISEOL.f)
2385600000 5.01 78.47 95.4240 42 6 iqrtf (sqrtf.a)-
2268000000 4.76 83.23 90.7200 630 373 _vjseul_57 aaaa (VJSEUL.f)
1433600000 3.01 86.24 57.3440 28672 1804 1 227 aaae (LCf)
1358940000 2.85 89.10 54.3536 4853 912 _fsiroi_64_saab_ (FSIROE.f)
1321600000 2.78 91.87 52.8640 3304 868 _fsjroe_63_aaab (FSJROE.f)
1109400000 2.33 94.21 44.3760 5547 1776 1 149 aaab (L.f)

891160000 1.85 96.06 35.2464 6294 1460 1 87 aaaa (L.f)
715600000 1.50 97.56 28.6240 14312 944 _1-252_aaaf_ (L.f)

* -p[rocedures] using invocation counts; *

* sorted in descending order by number of calls per procedure; *
* unexecuted procedures are excluded *

325364632 invocations total

calls %calls cum9 bytes procedure (file)

226720000 69.68 69.68 112 resign (rsign.c)
56800000 17.46 87.14 248 sqrtf (sqrtf.s)
21300000 6.55 93.69 64 cvmgp (CVMGP.f)

7884000 2.42 96.11 48 __rppcall (aux.s)
3600000 1.11 97.22 2608 _vjseul 57 aaaa_ (VJSEUL.f)
3500000 1.08 98.29 3240 _viseul_54_aaaas (VISEUL.f)

* -h(eavy] using basic-block counts; *
sorted in descending order by the number of cycles executed in each *

* line; unexecuted lines are excluded *

procedure (file) line bytes cycles % cum %

lmtrj 151 aaad (LMTRJ.f) ? 2812 9201032962 19.33 19.33
_Imtri_148_aaad_ (LMTRI.f) 54 2780 8863339687 18.62 37.95

mp slave wait for work (mp slave.s) 99 688 3626888840 7.62 45.57
-sjroe_899aaac_ (FSJROE.f) ? 3332 2867600000 6.02 51.59
_fsiroe-90_aaac_ (FSIROE.f) ? 3392 2842420000 5.97 57.56
_viseul_54_saaas (VISEUL.f) ? 3104 2688000000 5.65 63.21
rsign (r sign.c) 11 52 2493920000 5.24 68.44
vjaeul_57_aaaa_ (VJSEUL.f) ? 2240 1936800000 4.07 72.51

r sign (r sign.c) 10 44 1813760000 3.81 76.32
1 227 aae_ (L.f) ? 1804 1433600000 3.01 79.33
fsiroe 64 saab (FSIROE.f) ? 912 1358840000 2.85 82.19

_fsjroe 63 aaab- (FSJROE.f) ? 868 1321600000 2.78 84.97
1 149 aaab (L.f) ? 1776 1109400000 2.33 87.30
1 87 naaaa (L.f) ? 1460 881160000 1.85 89.15
1 252_aaaf_ (L.f) ? 944 715600000 1.50 90.65
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Prcor number 3:

Profile listing generated Mon Feb 14 14:16:26 1994 with:
prof -pixie -quit It -clock 25 nozzle.exe nozzle.exe.Addrs nozzl*.exo.Countsl2637

* -p[rocedures] using basic-block counts; *
* sorted in descending order by the number of cycles executed in each
* procedure; unexecuted procedures are excluded *

33454808749 cycles (1338.1ta3 seconds at 25.00 megahertz)

cycles %cycles cum % seconds cycles bytes procedure (file)
/call /line

12594445500 37.65 37.65 503.7778 5275 688 ___p slavewait_forwork
(mp slave.s)
2842420000 8.50 46.14 113.6968 20303 3392 fsiroe 90 aaac_ (FSIROE.f)
2807000000 8.39 54.53 112.2800 802 1620 viseul_54_aaaa_ (VISEUL.f)
2708600000 8.10 62.63 108.3440 13543 3332 _fsjroe 89 aaac (FSJROE.f)
2335200000 6.98 69.61 93.4080 42 6 sqrtf (sqrtf.s)
2271800000 6.79 76.40 90.8720 632 373 _vjseul_57_aaaa (VJSEUL.f)
1433600000 4.29 80.69 57.3440 28672 1804 1_227_saae_ (L.f)
1358840000 4.06 84.75 54.3536 4853 912 fairos 64 aaab (FSIROE.f)
1248800000 3.73 88.48 49.9520 3122 868 _fajroe 63 aaab (FSJROE.f)
1109400000 3.32 91.80 44.3760 5547 1776 _1 149 jaaaS (L.f)

881160000 2.63 94.43 35.2464 6294 1460 1-87 _aaa -(L.f)
715600000 2.14 96.57 28.6240 14312 944 -1-252__aaaf_- (L.f)

-p[rocedures) using invocation counts; *
* sorted in descending order by number of calls per procedure; *
* unexecuted procedures are excluded

96164634 invocations total

calls %calls cum% bytes procedure (file)

55600000 57.82 57.82 248 sqrtf (sqrtf.s)
20700000 21.53 79.34 64 cvmqp_ (CVMGP.f)

7544000 7.84 87.19 48 __p_call (aux.s)
3600000 3.74 90.93 2609 _vjseul_57aa_ (VJSEUL.f)
3500000 3.64 94.57 3240 viseul_54_aaaas (VISEUL.f)
2388001 2.48 97.05 688 uap slavewaitfor work (mp slave.s)
1028000 1.07 98.12 560 __.p_dointerleaved~sched (,np.c)

* -hfeavyl using basic-block counts; *
* sorted in descending order by the number of cycles executed in each •
* line; unexecuted lines are excluded *

procedure (file) line bytes cycles % cum S

mp slave wait for work (mp_slave.s) 99 688 12594445500 37.65 37.65
_?siroe 90_saac (FSIROE. f) ? 3392 2842420000 8.50 46.14
-fsjroe_89_aaac_ (FSJROE.f) ? 3332 2708600000 8.10 54.24
viseul_54 aaaa_ (VISEUL.f) ? 3104 2688000000 8.03 62.27

_vjseul_57_aaaa7 (VJSEUL.f) ? 2240 1940600000 5.80 68.07
1 227 aaae_ (L.f) ? 1804 1433600000 4.29 72.36

_fsiroe_64 _aab (FSIROE.f) ? 912 1358840000 4.06 76.42
_fsjroe_-63_saab_ (FSJROE.f) ? 868 1248800000 3.73 80.15
_149_asab_ (LCf) ? 1776 1109400000 3.32 83.47
I 87 aaaa_ (L.f) ? 1460 881160000 2.63 86.10

-1-252_aaaf_ (L.f) ? 944 715600000 2.14 88.24
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Procmor number 4:
Profile listing generated Hon Feb 14 14:16:40 1994 with:

prof -pixie -quit 1 -clock 25 nozzle.exe nozzle.exe.Addra nozzle.exe.Counts12638

* -p[rocedurea] using basic-block counts; *
* sorted in descending order by the number of cycles executed in each
* procedure; unexecuted procedures are excluded

33521020588 cycles (1340.3400 seconde at 25.00 megahertz)

cycles %cycles cum I seconds cycles bytes procedure (file)
/call /line

12807481280 38.21 38.21 512.2993 5364 688 _mp_slavewait for work
(mp slave.s)
284S400000 8.48 46.69 113.7360 20310 3392 _fsiroe_90 aaac_ (FSIROE.f)
2807000000 8.37 55.06 112.2800 802 1620 -viseul_54aaaa-- (VISEUL.f)
2710000000 8.08 63.15 108.4000 13550 3332 fsjroe_89_acac_ (FSJROE.f)
2318400000 6.92 70.06 92.7360 42 6 sqrtf (sqrtf.s)
2142000000 6.39 76.45 85.6800 630 373 _vjseul_57 aase (VJSEUL.f)
1433600000 4.28 80.73 57.3440 28672 1804 1 227 asee (L-f)
1360800000 4.06 84.79 54.4320 4860 912 _fsiroe_64_aaab_ (FSIROE.f)
1251600000 3.73 88.52 50.0640 3129 868 -fs3roe 63 aaab_ (FSJROE.f)
1109400000 3.31 91.83 44.3760 5547 1776 1_149 _aab_ (LCf)

881160000 2.63 94.46 35.2464 6294 1460 1 87_caaa_ (L.f)
715600000 2.13 96.60 28.6240 14312 944 1 252_aaaf_ (L.f)

* -p(roceduresl using invocation counts; *
' sorted in descending order by number of calls per procedure;
* unexecuted procedures are excluded *

95364636 invocations total

calls %calls cum% bytes procedure (file)

55200000 57.88 57.88 248 sqrtf (sqrtf.s)
20700000 21.71 79.59 64 cvmqp. (CVMGP.f)

7344000 7.70 87.29 48 __ip call (aux.s)
3500000 3.67 90.96 3240 viseul 54 aaaa (VISEUL.f)
3400000 3.57 94.53 2608 _vjseu~l57aaase (VJSEUL.f)
2388001 2.50 97.03 688 mpislave.wait for work (mp slave.s)
1028000 1.08 98.11 560 mp_dointerleivedsched (mp.c)

"* -hieavy] using basic-block counts;
"* sorted in descending order by the number of cycles executed in each '

"* line; unexecuted lines are excluded *

procedure (file) line bytes cycles % cum I

_mp slave wait for work (mp_.slave.s) 99 688 12807481280 38.21 38.21
-fsiroe 90-aaac- (FSIROK.f) ? 3392 2843400000 8.48 46.69
:fsjro4.89aaac- (FSJROE.f) ? 3332 2710000000 8.08 54.77

viseul 54 aaaa (VISEUL.f) ? 3104 2688000000 8.02 62.79
-vseul 57.aaa-- (VJSEUL.f) ? 2240 1829200000 5.46 68.25
1227 ease_ (L.f) ? 1804 1433600000 4.28 72.53
fsiroe 64 saab (FSIROE.f) ? 912 1360800000 4.06 76.59
fajroe-63 aaab- (FSJROE.f) ? 868 1251600000 3.73 80.32
1_149 _aaE (L-f) ? 1776 1109400000 3.31 83.63
1 87 aaaa (L.f' ? 1460 881160000 2.63 86.26

-1-251 aaaI (L.-' ? 944 715600000 2.13 88.39
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33 "12-m-1a00 of SnbrOeuthm Z4

SUBROUT IN L
C INCLUDE 'gcomon-f'

PARAMETER, (ILD - 102, JLD - 12, ILDHX - 103. ZYNA&X - 103)
PARAMETZR UIPC - 2)
PARAMETE (ILDPI - 103, JLDPI - 73)
PARAMETER (P1-3. 1415926)
COMMON /DGDEL/FLONVR(l03. 73,4,4)
COIION/CVGN/XNORH, RES ID, PRES ID, TRES ID, QRES 10, FRSTRD, RL IFTJ, DRAGI
coUmiONr/CFLICFL, CFLEXP, CFLMAX, CFL, CFLDGl, CFCRHO, CFCEI,

1 CFLPEN, CEIPPEN, IFREEZE, IWOFRZ, IREST,
1 RDG2. TDG2, UDG2, VDG2, CONSTT, R2BRl, CDG2, CUDG2, SHRAN, SLOPE,
2 IUNST, WHIEN, ISDST, ISOEN
C~OMMN /CONS/RHO(102,72,2), RHOU(10?,12,2), RBOV(102,72,2), E(102,

X 12,2)
COMM4ON /GKSD/U(102,72), V(102,72), EI(102,72), P(102,72)
CQUOMO /MSHPT/X(103,73), Y(103,13), 'JOL(103,73)
COMWON/GASP/GAM4A, GMA, GMI(, CV, PR. CVISCI, CVISC2, II4ETRC, RC
CONNONNESHV/IL, 3L, ILMl, JLMi1, IGRID, INSI, INS2, 11(53,11(54,
$JNS1, JNS2, JNS3, JNS4

COMMON /GTEMP/N, M, SX, SY, IP3D, IADD, JADD, FSIV(103,4,3),
X NSTART, NI, 11, JJ, CFLThP, ICFLAG

COMMON IGTINEINADV, MEND, DT, TIME, DTDG(103, 73)
COMb1ON/ALG/rMPLT, ILCTST, ISWI., 11.1TH, OMEGA, DELTEP,

C IENTH, INS, DELTIL, USUPS
COA*ON/FLPRMI4IADBNL, EIHALL, RI., INF, VINF, TINF, RHOINF, CItE?,

C RM, CiARTim, 311., WUALL, PIN?, ICASE, CHARLEN, RMUIN?,
$ ALPHA, CAPUIN?, RCAPU IN?, REIN?,
$ TINWALL, AINLPHX, RINN, RINEL, RINL, TININ?,
$ KININALL, CININF, CINAPUINF, DININ?, VININF, RINNUINF,
4 RINBOIN?, RIUCAPUINF, PINIUF, RINEINF,

$AGGLPRA, RGQI, RGGEL, RGGL, TGGINF,
$ CGGINr, OGGAPUIN?, DOCIl?, VGGIMF, RGGIDIN?,
$RGGHOINF, RGGCAPUINF, PGGI N?, RGGE IN?,
$ xacbr, xmcbg

COMMON /CU3G/DU(102,72,4), DUS(102,72,4)
COMMON IGAIJSS/G1I(103), G12(103), G13(103), G14(103), G21(103),

X G22(103), G23(103), G24(103), G31(103), G32(103), G33(103
X ), G34(103), G41(103), G42(103), G43(103), G44(103)
CRAP.ACTER*20 NORBCOV, GRANDFL, TRAN?, NORBLIN, STATYL, PORID, FOAT

X , FHONT, FFLNIV, FFLWOT, P3DGRD, P3DFLV, CVGFL
COW19ONSYSGN/ISYS* IUUNRB, IDUGRN, IUNTRN, IUNNL, IDUSTY, IUNMR, IUNDAT,

C IUNUNT, IDIIIN, IDUFOT, IUNP3G, IUNP3F, IUNCVG,
C NORBCO(, GRANDFL, TRAN?, NORBLIN, STATFL, FGRID, FDAT,
C FMONT,FFLWIN, FfLUOT, P3DGRD,P3DFLU, CVGFL
C02ON/IOXX/IREAD, IP3D0P, IDGBUG, ITRAUP,

C HODPR, MST, IflETI, IFNRTO, I INTI
INTEGER 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 111, 118, 119, 1110, 1111,

X 1112, 1113, 1114
DO 20 N-1,2
RLIFI!J - 0.
DRMG1 - 0.

MI - 3 - 1

DO 51 I11-2,112
IF (ISWL .EQ. 1) THEN

CALL STEGI (111)
ELSE
IF (ISWVL .EQ. 3) THEN

CALL FIVLVC (111)
ELSE
IF (ISWVL .EQ. 4) THEN

CALL FSIROE (111)
END IF
END IF
END IF

cmebOunenting out solid boundary fluxes on step (cowl lip)
cacb7 viii force the use of the conditions specified in initl.f and bc.f
C RESET FLUXES ON STEP

cmbIF ((J .GE. JNS1) .AND. (W LE. 31(52-1)) THEN
cmcb SX-+(Y(INS2,J+1)-Y(flES2,J))
cmncb SY--(X(INS2,J+l)-X(INS2,J))
caucb PIJJ-P(INS2,J)
acmc FSlV(INS2-1,1,1)-0.0
cincb FS1V(1NS2-1,2, 1)=PIJJ*SX
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~cmb rSIV(INS2-1,3, li-PtIJJSY

C&ob MNIF
cacb-ondod

IF (INS EQ0. 1) TEEN
CALL VISEUL (III)

C$KP SCHEDTYPI-INTZRLEAVE
C$DO1CROSS SNRE(1U41. 111,DTDG,VOL,DtJ.FSIV),LOCAL(DTV, I1l1,KDO(Y, I)

D0 3 KDKY-1, 4
1111 - MO00 (1U41 - 1, 4)
DO 2 1-2,1111+1

DTV -DTDG(1,1111 / VOL(1, 111)
DU(I, II1,XDHY) - -DTV * (FSIV(I,KDN't, ) - FSIV(I-1,

x KDK't, 1))
2 CONTINUE

DO 3 1-1111+2, IL141,4
DTV -DTDG(1, 111) / VOL(!, 111)
t00(1, 1l,KDmy) - -DTv * (Fsiv(i,maK, 1) - Fsiv(I-l,

X KDMY,1))
VTV -DTDG(I+1,1I1) / VOL(I+1, Ill)
DO(141III,KDNY) - -DTV * (FS1V(r+i.KDKY,1) - FSIV(I,

x KD19Y,1))
DTV -DTDG(I+2,II1) / VOL(I+2,1I1)
DU(I42,IIl,KDff) - -DTV - (FSlV(I+2,KDt4Y,l) - FSlV(1+1

DTV - DTDG(I+3,I1l) / VOL(I+3, 111)
DU(I+3,Ill,KDKY) - -DTV *(FSlVCI+3,KDNY,l) - FSlV(I+2

x ,KDKY,I))
3 CONTINUE

51 CONTINUE
DO 1011 1-2,ILMl

IF (rSWVL .90. 1) THEN
CALL STEGJ(I

ELSE
IF (ISWVL EQ0. 3) THEN

CALL FJVLVC(I
ELSE
IF (ISVWL EQ0. 4) THEN

CALL FSJROEMI
END IF
END IF
EaD IF

"C FOR NOZZLE FLOW: J-1 has now been modified to be a solid surface
SX - -(Y(1+1,2) -Y(1,2))

SY - (X(1+1,2) -X(1,2))

FSlV(1,1,1) =0.

FSIV(1,2,I) =P(I,1) * SX
FS1V(l,3,1) -P(i,l) * Sy
FSIV(1,4,l) -0.

"C Also for lip - lower surface
IF M( .GE. INSi) -AND. (I + 1 .LE. INS2)) TEEN

SX - -(Y(I+1,JNSl) - T(I,JNSl))
ST - (x(ri*,JNsl) -x(rIJnsm)

FSIV(3NSI-l,1,l) -0.

FSIV(JNSI-1,2,l) - P(I,JNSl-I) * SX
FSIV(JNSl-1,3,1) - P(I,JNSl-l) * SY
FSlV(JNS1-.l,4,l) - 0.

"C UPPER LIP
SX - -(Y(I+l,JNS2) - Y(I,.1NS2))
SY - (X(I+1,JNS2) - X(I,JNS2))
FSIV(JNS2-1,1,1) - 0.
FSIV(JN52-1,2,l) - P(I,JNS2) * SX
FS1V(JNS2-l,3,l) - P(I,JN32) * SY
FSlV(JNS2-1,4,I) - 0.

ENDIF
IF (INS EQ0. 1) THEN

CALL VJSEULMI
ENDIF

CUNPSCREDTYPE-INTERLEAVE
C$DOACROSS SHARE(JIM1,1,DTDGVOL,DU.FSIV),LOCAL(DTV,II12,KDMY,111)

DO 5 KDI4Y-1,4
1112 - MOD (JLNI. - 1. 4)
DO 4 i11=2,1112+1

OTV - DTDG(I.IIl) / VOL(I,Irl)
DO(1,1I1,KDMY) - DU(I,II1,KDMY) - DTV (Fslv(II1,KD)4Y

X l) - FSIV(II1-1,KDMY,1))
4 CONTINUE
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DO 5 111-1112+2,JLIM,4
DTV - DTDG(1,I1l) / VOL(1,1.1
DU(1,I1l.KDNY) - DU(I.I1.KDNY) - DTV * (FSIV(III,KDHY

X l1) - FSlV(IIl-l,KDWY,l))
DTV - DTDG(I. 111+1) / VOL(I. 111+1)
DO(1,I1114l.KDMY) - DU(I,II1+1,KDH'Y) - DTV * (FSlV(III+

X 1,KDI4Y,l) - FSIV(1I1,KDKYl))
DTV - DTDG(I 9 I11+2) / VOL(1,II1+2)
DU(1,11+2,KDOEY) - DU(I.,II+e2,KDH'f) - DTV - (FSlV(II1+

X 2,KDMY.1) - FSIV(II1+1,KDt4Y,1))
DTV - DTDG(III1+3) / VOL(I,rI1+3)
DU(I,IIl+3,KDKY) - DU(I,II1+3,RD14Y) - DTV * (FSlV(IIle

X 3, KIM, 13) - FSlV(iI1+2,KDMt4,1))
5 CONTINUE

1011 CONTINUE
C FOR NOZZLE FLOW, BLANK OUT LIP -Eliminated

117 - INS2 - I.
118 - JNS2 - 1

C3MPSCHEDTYPE-IN'YERLEAVE
CSDOXCROSS IF((INS2 - INS2.) * (JNS2 -JNS1) .GT. 31),SBARE(JNSl,118,117,
css rNS1, DU)l,LOCAL (1113, KDMY, Ill,I)

DO 7 KOHY-l. 4
DO 7 II1-JNSIIIS
1113 - MOD (117 - INSI + 1, 4)
0O 6 I-INSI.1I13+INSI-1

DU(1,II1,JWHY) - 0.
6 CONTINUE

DO I I-II134INS1,II7,4
DU(I,ri,KDmy) - 0.
DU(I+1,111,KDI4Y) -0.

DU(I+2,111,KDN) -0.

DU(I+3,II1,IWMY) -0.

I CONTINUE
IF ((REST .EQ. 1) .AND. (N .EQ. M) CALL REST
IF (IMPLT .90. 1) THEN

CALL LIMP
ELSE
IF (INPLT NME. 0) THEN

PRINT -, 'NIERD VALUE OF IMPLT ', IMPLT
STOP

END IF
END IF

C FOR NOZZLE FLOW, SLAWK OUT LIP - Eliminated
119 I NS2 I
I110 JNS2- 1

C$MP SCREDTYPE-INTERLEAVE
CSDONCROSS IF((1NS2 - INS1) * (JNS2 - JNS1) .GT. 31),SHARE(JNS1,1110,I19

DO 9 KDMY-I, 4
DO 9 I1l-JNS1,II110
1114 - MOD (119 - INS1 + 1, 4)
DO 8 I-INS1,1114+INS1-1

DU(I,111,KDI4Y) - 0.
8 CONTINUE

DO 9 I-II14+INSl,I19,4
DU(1,II1,KDMY) - 0.
DU(I+1,111,KDII) -0.

DU(1+2,11l,KDM'f) =0.

DU(I+3,II1,KDKY)- 0.
9 CONTINUE

RN-N
R)*11 - RN - 1.
RESID - 0.
IF (IDGBUG .EQ. 0) THEN

C
C Added parallel construct by hand -pfa does not know how to use
C reduction variables - mob
C
C$MP SCHEDTYPE-INTERLEAVE
C$DOXCROSS RED)UCTION (RESID), LOCAL (I,3X, J, RHOOLD, DRHO, RUOLD, DRHOU, RVOLD,
C$& DRROV,REOLO,DEVL)

DO 10 I=2,ILN1
DO 10 JX-2,JLM1

RHOOLD - RIIO(I,(JL-JX+l1,l)
RHtO(1,(JL-JX+1),M) - (RNMl * RHO(I,(JL-3X+1),M) + RHO(

X I, (JL-3X+l), N) + DU (1,(JL-JX+1),l1)) /RN
DREO - RHO(I,(JL-JX+l),M) -RHOOLD

RUOLD - RHOU(I,(JL-JX+1),1)
RHOU(I,(JL-JX+1),M) -(RN!41 * RHOtJ(1,(JL-JX+1),M) +
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X 9900(t, (JL-JX41),N) + DO(I, (JL-JX+1),2)) / an
01100 . Rqoq(1. (JL-JX+1),M) - WOW
RVOLD - RHOV(I.(JL-JXe1),1)
RROV(I, (JL-JX+3.),14) - (13(1 *RBOV(I, (JL-JX+1),N) +

X RIOV(I,(JL-JX4I),N) + DO(I,(JL-JXI-1),3)) / RN
ORNO`Y - RBOV(I. (3L-JX+1).H) - RVOLD
REOLO - 1(1, (JL-JX+1),l),
E(I,(JL-JX+1).14) - (13(3. E(r,(JL-JX+1),14) + E(I,(JL-

X 3X41hN) + DU(r, (JL-JX+1),4)) / RN
D3171 - E(I, (JL-JXB1),14) - hOLD
RESID - 31510 ((0310 RHOINF) ** 2 +(DM00 /

X RCKPUINF) ** 2 + (DUHOV / RCAPOINF) *2 + (01171 / REIN?) 2)
X / (DTDG(I. (JL-JX4II.)) DTDG(I, (JL-JX+1)))

10 CONTINUE
C$NP_SCREDTYPE-INTY.RLEAVE
C$DOACROSS SHAR.E (1LM1413L11, JL,U,4, RHOU, RHO, V, R1OV, Er,E, P, G11),LOCAL (I, JX

DO 11 1-2,11.14
DO 11 JX-2,3L141

U(I.(JL-JX+1)) - RHOEU(I,(JL-JX+1),M) / RNO(I,(JL-JX+l)
X .14)

v(i, (JL-JX+i)) - 1107(1, (JL-JX+13 ,1) / Ra0(1, (JL-JX+i)
X IN4)

EI(I,(JL-JX+1)) =E(I,(JL-JX+l),M) / RHO(I,(JL-JX+1),14
X 3-0.5 * MUI, (JL-JX+1)) *U(I, %JL-JX+1)) +V(I, (JL-JX+1)) * V
X I,(JL-JX+1)))

P(I,(JL-JX+1)) - dl * R10(I,(JL-JX+1),H) * Er(t,(JL-
I .31+1)3

11 CONTINUE
ELSE

C
C Commented out max accumulation code - just used for output and
C difficult to parallelizo - mcb
C
Cucb 315141-0.0
Oncb 1150141-2
Cmcb JRSDHX-2
C$MP SCBEDTYPE-INTERLEAVE
C$DOA-CPOSS REDUCTION (RES ID), LOCAL (I, 31, J3, R001.0, DM0O,
CSfi RUOLD, 01100, RVOLD, DRHOV, REO01., DEVL, TERM)

DO 12 1-2,IL.14
DO 12 JX-2,31241

11001.0 - REO(I,(JL-JX+1),1)
R10(1, (JL-JX+1),M) - (RN14l * R10(1, (JL-JX+l),14) + RHlO(

X 1, (JL-JX+1),N) + DU(I, (JL-JX+1), 1)) /RN
0110 R 11(1, (JL-JX+1),14) - 31001.
ROOLD -RHOU(I,(JL-JX+1),l)

RROU(I,(JL-JX+1),M) - (13(1 * RHOU(I,(JL-JX+1),14) +
X RHOU (I, (JL-JX+1), N) + DU (1,(JL-JX+1), 2)) / RN

01100 - R100(1, (JL-JX+1),14) - MOLD.
RYOLD - RBOV(1,(JL-3X+1),1)
RHOV(I,(JL-JX+l),14) - (311(1 * RROV(1,(JL-JX+1),14) +

X RIOV (1,(JL-JX+1), N) + DU (1,(JL-JX+1), 3)) / RN
DRIOV - R10V(I,(JL-J3C+1),14) - RVOLD
R.101. - E(I,(JL-JX4Il),l)
E(I, (JL-JX+1),M) - (11141 E(I, (JL-JX+1),14) + E(I, (JL-

X JX+1),N) + DU(I, (JL-JX+1),4)) / RN
DEVL - E(I,(JL-JXI-1),14) - 1101.
TERM - ((DM0O / RIOINF) 2 + (01100 / RCAPUIMF) ** 2

X + (DRIOV / P.CAPUINF) **2 + (0311. REIN?) ** 2) / (DTDG(I, (JL-
X JX+1)) * DTDG(I, (JL-JX+1)))

Cmcb IF (RESMI .1E. TERM) THEN
Cmcb RESMX-TERN
Cmcb IRSDI4X-I
Cncb 3150141-J
Cmcb END IF

RESID-RESID+TERM
12 CONTINUE

C$?G4_SCUEDT'fPE-INTERLEAVE
CSDOACROSS SHARE (ILMl,3JL11, JL, U, M, ROU, RHO,V, RHOV, EI, E, P, 0141), LOCAL (1, JX
C$4 )

DO 13 1-2,1L14
DO 13 JX-2,JLM14

U(I,(JL-JX+1)) - RHOU(I,(JL-JX+1),H) / RHO(I,(JL-JX+l)
X .14)

V(I,(JL-JX+1)) - RHOV(I,(JL-JX+1),M) / RHO(I,(JL-JX+l)
X ,N)

E1(I, (JL-JX+1J) E(1, (JL-JX+l),M) / RH0(I, (JL-JX+1),M
X 0.5 *(U(1, (JL-JX+l)) * (I, (JL-JX+l)) + V(I, (JL-JX+l)) V(
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x I. (JL-3x'~2))) 1 -L
1(1, (JL-JX41)) -NI1 RllO(I, (JL--JX+1)#H) *LA,(L

x 31.1))
13 COeNTINE
13 PRINT *, l~h PESID S* R (RS) 'OCUR AT 'R PSDICXe

x JRSDHX
Ek4DIF
RESID - SORT (RESID) /((ILM1 1) * (JLMI. M )

CALL DC
20 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
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